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Electronic exams (e-exams) are a modern way to assess examinees’ performance
of a subject. Especially in computer science, e-exams provide significant benefits
compared to traditional pen and paper exams. For example, e-exams offer a
real-world experience for programming tasks and enable automatic assessment.

In this thesis, we study and compare different approaches to e-exams based on
their security and scalability features. To assess different approaches’ security, we
create a threat model of the generic e-exam system with different trust boundaries
for each approach type. We enumerate different threats, i.e., cheating methods,
using the STRIDE methodology. We also evaluate which threats are severe to
the e-exam system and list mitigation methods against found threats to prevent
cheating.

We present our e-exam implementation’s client software, ExamOS. It is a hard-
ened operating system with controlling software running on it to secure the system
against cheating examinees. We list and describe how the system was built and
how it mitigates the found threats. We also discuss the residual threats that are
partly or entirely impossible to mitigate.

Finally, we conclude the thesis and note that our implementation was done with
the information we had when we started the project. During the implementa-
tion and testing period, ExamOS matured to a state where it could be used in
large examinations, even though the examinees needed more technical assistance
than we had assumed. The diversity of e-exam implementations with different
approaches is caused because of the fact that there is no single best approach for
all use cases.
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tion

Language: English
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Sähköinen tenttiminen on moderni tapa mitata opiskelijan osaamistasoa. Se
on perinteistä paperitenttiä parempi tapa osoittaa varsinkin tietotekniikan
alan osaamista, koska se mahdollistaa samojen ohjelmointityökalujen käytön,
mitä opiskelija on käyttänyt todennäköisesti jo kurssilla harjoituksia tehdessään.
Tämän lisäksi sähköinen tentti mahdollistaa vastausten automaattisen arvioin-
nin.

Tämä työ tutkii ja vertailee sähköisen tentin eri toteutustapoja niiden tietotur-
van ja skaalautuvuuden kannalta. Työssä toteutetaan uhkamallinnus STRIDE-
metodologiaa käyttäen. Uhkamallinnuksella arvioidaan eri toteutustapojen tie-
toturvatasot sekä toteutuksiin kohdistuvat mahdolliset uhat eli huijaustavat.
Työssä arvioidaan yksittäisten uhkien vakavuus jokaiselle toteutustavalle, ja
määritetään mahdollisia ratkaisuja uhille, jotta tenteissä ei voitaisi huijata.

Työssä esitellään ExamOS, joka on sähköisen tenttimisratkaisumme asiakasoh-
jelma. ExamOS on ohjelmistollisesti tietoturvavahvistettu käyttöjärjestelmä,
joka ottaa tentin tekijän tietokoneen tentin ajaksi kontrolliin huijauksen estämi-
seksi. ExamOS-järjestelmän toimintaperiaatteet sekä siinä käytetyt huijauksen-
estoratkaisut havainnollistetaan. Työ käy myös läpi jäännösuhat ja määrittää nii-
den relevanttiuden ja vakavuuden ExamOS-järjestelmässä.

ExamOS toteutettiin niillä tiedoilla ja tarpeilla jotka olivat saatavilla projektin
alkaessa. Työssä todetaan, että projektin aikana ExamOS kehittyi suurissa ten-
teissä käytettäväksi ratkaisuksi, vaikkakin sen käytön havaittiin vaativan enem-
män teknistä avustusta kuin etukäteen oli odotettu. Sähköisen tenttimisen to-
teutuksia on suuri kirjo, koska mikään yksittäisistä toteutuksista ei sovi kaikkiin
mahdollisiin käyttötarkoituksiin.

Asiasanat: tietoturva, BYOD, sähköinen tentti, digitalisaatio

Kieli: Englanti
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Traditional pen and paper exams are still widely used as the primary assess-
ment method in higher education. However, especially in computer science,
students often get accustomed to using computers to study and perform
course-related tasks and assignments by using locally installed software and
different online tools such as Learning Management Systems (LMSs). The
pen and paper exam could be the only occasion when an examinee (most of-
ten a university student) does a significant amount of handwriting. In some
cases, this might mean writing source code onto a piece of paper by hand
during the final exam of a programming course. During the past few years,
the higher education has started to adopt the concept of electronic examina-
tion as an alternative to the old-fashioned pen and paper exams. This thesis
investigates a method to modernize the examination process, as the same
tools used during the course can also be used when the examinee is taking
an electronic exam.

There are many positive advantages in electronic exams. For example,
with electronic exams, it is possible to conduct the exam exercises in the
same real-world environment as they would be done in when working in the
same application domain. This could mean using real programming tools on
a programming-related course. Electronic examination can also simplify the
cost of test logistics (i.e., no paper needed) for both examinees and graders,
and it also enables automatic grading [10, 53]. However, even with all these
advantages, there has been resistance against electronic exams, with the main
concerns being scalability and security [54]. Also, lack of cooperation in the
e-exam domain has resulted in internationally diverse work, which might
hinder the acceptability of a certain implementation [18].

The e-exam systems developed by different institutions worldwide can be
roughly divided into two main groups technology-wise. Some use the insti-
tution’s workstations in dedicated e-exam rooms. In contrast, others allow
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the examinees to use their own devices, either by running device-controlling
software on the examinee’s device or by booting the examinee’s device to a
secure operating system to prevent cheating [18]. For example, the former
approach has emerged as the leading solution for e-exams in higher education
in Finland [13].

It could be argued that dedicated rooms and dedicated computers in
those rooms for electronic examination scales poorly at best. The use of the
space in which the dedicated e-exam workstations are located may not reach
its full potential since it cannot be used for other purposes than examinees
conducting their exams to prevent cheating. The fact that exams are usually
held during the end of each teaching period makes this issue even worse. In
the case of Aalto University, even if the electronic exams were to be held
all year round, the number of dedicated e-exam workstations [1] might not
be enough for the thousands of students [2] of the university if all paper
exams were to be transformed into electronic exams conducted in dedicated
e-exam rooms. In large courses, the exams could not be held concurrently
for all participating examinees, requiring the course lecturer to create a large
enough question pool to ensure equality between examinees taking an exam
at different times [8].

A Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) approach would improve the scala-
bility since the examinees would use their own laptops instead of using the
school’s workstations. With the BYOD approach, the exams could also be
held traditionally in larger lecture halls or even remotely, enabling concurrent
examination for the entire course. This way, there would be no need for a
large question pool, unlike with asynchronous electronic exams; a single set
of questions would be sufficient. However, the BYOD approach would also
introduce additional security threats since the client device belongs to the
examinee. Therefore a dishonest examinee could have tampered or modified
their device beforehand to cheat in the exam.

Even though the BYOD e-exam may seem significantly easier to cheat in
since it has the same vulnerabilities as a paper exam and an e-exam taken
with school’s workstation combined, with its additional security threats [15],
we believe that we can achieve a high-enough security level of an e-exam
by developing software that both logs and restricts operations done on ex-
aminees’ laptops. By creating a secure environment that mitigates cheating
threats well enough, we aim to demonstrate that a BYOD e-exam system
offers a credible and well-scaling alternative to traditional pen and paper
exams.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope of the thesis

We will limit this thesis’s scope as follows. First, we take it for granted that
the teaching personnel needs invigilated exams to reliably and efficiently
estimate their students’ level of competence. Cheating is always possible
in summative assessments, but the presence of invigilation will raise the
cheating threshold of potentially dishonest examinees to a level where the
majority will find the risk too great when compared to the gained advantage
from cheating [5], thus raising the reliability of the exam. Second, the exam
should be efficient (i.e., it should require minimal labor for the examiner
personnel to arrange an exam). Efficiency was already discussed briefly above
– for example, concurrent examination allows the use of the same questions
for all examinees. It also makes the composition and checking of the exam
more efficient. Concurrent examination is particularly crucial in large courses
where applied assessment methods such as large project works would have
too much dispersion and take too much time for the teaching personnel to
check and give proper feedback.

In literature, the term invigilated exam usually means the traditional
exam taken in a university, where several invigilators in the lecture hall take
care of the exam and make sure that no examinee cheats. In this thesis,
we only focus on invigilated exams, but we divide the term invigilated into
actively invigilated and passively invigilated. The former meaning invigilation
in the traditional exam, and the latter meaning invigilation through security
cameras or web cameras. We chose the term passive because most often,
there is no invigilator actively checking on the camera feed. However, the
session is recorded, and it can be watched later if the examinee is suspected
of having cheated. We also consider invigilation as a form of environmental
control to prevent dishonest examinees from cheating during the exam. In
this thesis, the terms electronic exam or e-exam are synonyms, and mean
invigilated exam taken on a computer.

The first one of the problems in e-exams this thesis tries to tackle is
scalability. We limit the scope of the scalability to the use of the system. That
is, we don’t consider the possibly needed back-end servers a scalability issue,
but instead the use of space and the amount of human labor needed by the
teaching personnel in order to conduct an e-exam. The second problem is the
security. In this thesis, we only consider cheating threats during the e-exam
session as security threats. This means that, for example, different sorts of
denial of service (DoS) attacks or attacks where the database is cracked, and
answer data is tampered with after the session has ended are not discussed in
this thesis. However, in addition to cheating that is carried out solely during
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the e-exam session, we will also discuss different cheating threats that need
to be prepared before but used during an e-exam. To prevent these cheating
threats, the e-exam system and the software related to it should control the
device the exam is taken on. In this thesis, this control is called system
control, and combined with the environmental control discussed above, they
establish the overall security of the system.

Even though we present and explain different threats against the e-exam
systems, both in the broad perspective and exclusively against our BYOD
e-exam implementation, we do not intend to help dishonest examinees cheat
in such an exam setting. Instead, this thesis’s function is to inform the
other interested stakeholders, such as the teaching personnel, invigilators,
and other university staff, about these threats to preserve academic integrity
when the student examination is digitalized.

1.2 Problem statement

As stated above, this thesis’s objective and the related development work
aims to enable high scalability and understand and mitigate platform-
related cheating threats (harden the security) in a BYOD e-exam
implementation. The main focus will be on the BYOD domain, even
though we will also consider the broader e-exam perspective.

In this thesis, we try to answer these questions:

RQ1 How does the BYOD solution compare to other e-exam alternatives
in the security and scalability perspectives?

RQ2 What are the main cheating threats against e-exams in general, and
what are the exclusive threats to different e-exam approaches?

RQ3 How secure can a BYOD e-exam system be made without losing its
scalability, and how does improving minor quality features affect
the security and scalability of the system?

To answer the first research question (RQ1), we will list the basic e-exam
approaches and present their strengths and weaknesses not only in security
and scalability but also in minor quality areas. We create a threat analysis by
using the STRIDE model (Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information
disclosure, Denial of service, Elevation of privilege) developed at Microsoft
[29]. It is a widely used model by security experts, and it suits well to
the e-exam solutions since they are mainly software-focused projects. The
threat analysis answers research question 2 (RQ2). Finally, we will present
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

our implementation for the BYOD e-exam system and describe the design
decisions made during its development. This part of the thesis will answer
research question 3 (RQ3).

1.3 Structure of the thesis

This thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 gives background on other e-exam implementations. In this

chapter, we split the different e-exam methods into four main categories
and compare their quality features. We also list some example implemen-
tations into these categories and bring up their known real-world strengths
and weaknesses.

Chapter 3 describes a threat model commonly used for analyzing the
security of software systems. We create an information flow model in order
to find possible threats in an e-exam system. Finally, we list the possible
threats in the system.

Chapter 4 presents our e-exam implementation. It also describes de-
sign decisions we made to tackle the two quality feature problems set above
(security and scalability).

Chapter 5 evaluates the results of testing of our implementation. We
also discuss the current status and future of our implementation and other
implementations in general.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.

5



Chapter 2

Electronic exam approaches

In this chapter, we present a selection of currently or formerly used solutions
for electronic examination. The implementations we have chosen as exam-
ples are mostly non-commercial ones since they usually offer more publicly
available documentation and related research when compared to their com-
mercial alternatives. We have divided the approaches into four main variants
by their level of system control. As described above, system control’s func-
tionality together with exam invigilation (environmental control) ensure that
the examinee authenticates properly to the exam and does not use prohibited
resources during the exam. The e-exam approach categories are listed below,
sorted in ascending order by system control level:

1. Online examination
This variant offers no system control at all. It may use an existing
LMS solution for the exam distribution and answer collection.

2. Controlling software examination
This variant installs a program to examinee’s laptop. The program
tries to prevent cheating by limiting and controlling the resources
available to the examinee.

3. Controlling operating system examination
In this variant, the examinee boots a secure operating system (OS)
on their laptop, by for example using an external medium containing
the said controlling OS.

4. Controlling workstation examination
In this variant, the examinee uses a secure workstation provided by
the examiner. Usually the workstation runs a controlling software
which limits and controls the available resources.

6



CHAPTER 2. ELECTRONIC EXAM APPROACHES

We have divided the environmental control (in the case of exams, the
invigilation) into three categories in this thesis. The strictest one is active
invigilation, which means that there is a person monitoring the examinees’
work during the exam. This is usually the case in traditional pen and paper
exams. Next one is passive invigilation, which means that the examinees
are passively monitored during the exam, for example with a surveillance
camera. The monitored data can then be used after the exam if an examinee
is suspected of cheating. Lastly, the exam can be held with no invigilation at
all. This means that there is no invigilators or any sort of monitoring data
collected of the exam session.

Environmental	control

No
invigilation

Passive
invigilation

Active
invigilation

Online	exam

Controlling	software

Controlling	OS

Controlling	workstation

System
control

Figure 2.1: The environmental and system control combined form the general
security of an electronic exam. The arrows point to the direction of ascending
strictness.

When it comes to the system control approaches, online examination,
controlling software examination and controlling operating system examina-
tion are often used in a BYOD setting with varying invigilation from active
invigilation to no invigilation at all. The 4th variant, controlling workstation
examination, is done by using a device provided by the examiner. Since it is
done with examiner’s premises, it is usually either actively or passively invig-
ilated. However, all of these four variants can have any level of invigilation.
Figure 2.1 shows this, combining the controlling features in a unified matrix.

We will examine the system control variants listed above more closely
in the following sections. We will also present some example scenarios with
possible invigilation methods for e-exams utilizing these variants. Because
some e-exam solutions may utilize more than one of the approaches from the
list above simultaneously, we will categorize such solutions by their strictest
system controlling feature. At the end of this chapter, we will compare the
variants’ quality features, especially their scalability and security.
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CHAPTER 2. ELECTRONIC EXAM APPROACHES

2.1 Online examination

In an online examination, the examinee can usually be physically located
anywhere with a working network connection and a computer for the on-
line exam because these exams are often not invigilated. In other words,
they can use their computer at home, a public workstation at a library, or
even a smartphone. This maximizes the scalability and reduces costs com-
pared to having exams conducted on dedicated workstations provided by the
examiner’s organization. From examinee’s perspective, the online exam’s
benefits may be easy access to references (i.e., the reference can be easily
searched with the computer’s search-functionality), real-world application
related tasks and personal learning space (i.e., using their own devices they
are familiar with may make them feel more comfortable) [50]. Online exam-
ination is also the easiest solution for the examiner, since no reservation of a
physical location is needed. The examiner can use an existing LMS solution
with possible online examination-related additions [3, 6] for distribution and
collection of the exam assignments.

The downside of the scalability in the online examination is its non-
existent security because of the lack of system control. Also, since the exam
is often held remotely, there is no invigilation (environmental control) to
monitor the examinees’ work, i.e., there is no way to make sure that the
examinees do not access and use forbidden aid. Change from a traditional
invigilated exam to a non-invigilated online exam may not show a distinct
shift in cheating behavior right away [26]. However, gradually more exam-
inees could start cheating once they find that it is easier to cheat in online
exams [5, 27]. The obvious way to reduce the cheating threats in an online
exam is to add invigilation. However, this would require the examinees to be
gathered to a fixed location, diminishing the scalability advantage especially
for distance learning courses.

Because of its remotely-done nature and minimal needed changes to the
examinee’s device, the online examination may be the only feasible way to
conduct exams on massive open online courses (MOOCs) and distance learn-
ing courses. The COVID-19 pandemic has additionally forced the trans-
formation of many higher education courses and their exams into distance
learning-based courses and online exams, respectively. Below we will intro-
duce two LMS solutions that have a dedicated mode for online examination.

8



CHAPTER 2. ELECTRONIC EXAM APPROACHES

2.1.1 Moodle Quiz

Moodle is the most used LMS solution in the academia [24], and has over
200 million users worldwide [40]. Moodle Quiz is a Moodle Activity which
enables summative assessments on the Moodle platform. It can be used for
both, assessments done during a course and for the course’s exams. Moodle
Quiz enables the teacher to easily create multiple-choice knowledge or text
input -based tests with ability to have multiple exercise variants in an exer-
cise pool [39]. It also enables formative assessment (i.e., the examiner can
leave feedback to the examinee’s answers) for better learning [12]. Moodle
can also be extended to allow more complex assessment tasks such as writ-
ing programming tasks and mathematic formulae. However, in these cases,
Moodle only embeds the system capable of such functionality into itself as a
plugin or an activity and uses the grader of the embedded system for the as-
sessment. Moodle can also grab the awarded points of these assessments from
the grading system, which eases the examiner’s job since more course-related
data is located in same place.

2.1.2 WebToTest and CodeLab

WebToTest was an online examination system developed on top of an LMS
called WebToTeach [3]. WebToTeach concentrated on the assessment of
programming-related assignments in the field of computer science. Therefore
it enabled more application-specific assignments and required only a tradi-
tional web browser, even though it was developed in 1999. The WebToTeach
LMS with WebToTest was commercialized in 2002 and is nowadays called
CodeLab by Turing’s Craft [59]. Even though the WebToTeach was an in-
dependent LMS when WebToTest was initially launched in 1999, nowadays
the CodeLab system is meant to be integrated to another LMS. It supports
integration to LMSs such as Moodle, Sakai, Schoology and Blackboard.

The examiner prepares the exam in CodeLab by defining the exercise
description and source code blocks that will precede and succeed the code
written by the examinee. In other words, the examiner defines different
variables in code and defines their expected values that will be checked after
the code block written by the examinee has been executed. The examinee
will then see the exercise description and a code editor where they can input
their solution to the exercise as shown in the figure 2.2. When the examinee
submits their solution, their source code is inserted in between of the source
code blocks defined by the teacher, and automatic grading will check that
predefined variable inputs will result in correct predefined outputs. The
examiner has an option to manually alter the graded points of an examinee
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CHAPTER 2. ELECTRONIC EXAM APPROACHES

Figure 2.2: The view of a CodeLab exercise from examinee’s perspective.

for example if the examinee’s code is logically correct, but was impossible to
grade because of a syntax error or a segmentation fault.

2.2 Controlling software examination

One way to gain some level of system control over the examinee’s device is
to install a controlling or monitoring program onto the the device the exam
will be taken on. This is usually the case in e-exams utilizing examinees’
own devices (i.e., BYOD). The software runs in the context of the operating
system installed on the examinee’s device, which makes compatibility and
interoperability the main challenge when there is a large spectrum of different
operating systems available for those devices. Compatibility with Microsoft’s
Windows and Apple’s MacOS is often sufficient, since their operating system
market share combined is almost 95% in consumer devices [41]. However, this
compatibility score is only a theoretical maximum since the examinee may
not have administrative rights to their device’s operating system, making
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them unable to install the needed controlling software. One way to counter
this is to embed the controlling software to an already installed program on
the device, such as the web browser via browser-specific extensions or plugins.
This will, however, limit the functionality of the controlling software.

Even with a dedicated controlling software running on the examinee’s
device, the achievable system control level is rather moderate if the system
utilizes BYOD. This is because of the fact that a dishonest examinee could
tamper with their installed OS components so that they would not give
expected resources to the controlling software. The system can also be mod-
ified to tamper with the controlling software itself, either before or during
the exam. This will be discussed more closely in the chapter 3 of this thesis.

2.2.1 Safe Exam Browser

Safe Exam Browser (SEB) is a free-to-use and Open Source Software (OSS)
solution for safe and secure e-examination. Its source code is subject to the
Mozilla Public License Version 1.1. SEB software consists of the controlling
kiosk application and built-inweb browser [47] with restricted navigation
features. It needs to be installed to the examinee’s device before the exam
can be started. SEB is not a complete e-exam solution; it only provides the
controlling software. It needs a third-party LMS system for exam distribution
and collection since it doesn’t have one built in, as shown in the figure 2.3.
The examinee can also launch allowed third-party applications from SEB’s
kiosk application. The allowed applications are defined by the examiner prior
to the exam.

Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of an e-exam taken on SEB [47].
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Safe Exam Browser offers three different software versions for their e-exam
solution. They have programs for Windows and MacOS, the most commonly
used operating systems for desktop/laptop computers. They also offer an ap-
plication for Apple’s iPhone. Even though the operating system and applica-
tion development environments differ a lot between these platforms, all of the
different versions of SEB are based on the schematic presented in figure 2.3;
they lock the examinee inside the SEB software’s kiosk mode. This lockdown
prevents the examinee for example from using certain shortcuts and oper-
ating system features. On Windows, SEB disables the Windows Task Bar,
Start Menu, Application Switcher (invoked by Alt+Tab), and Windows Se-
curity Screen (invoked by pressing Ctrl+Alt+Del). On Apple’s devices, SEB
disables the corresponding features on macOS, such as the MacOS Dock,
process switcher, Apple menu and Force quit window. SEB also detects if
it is running inside a virtual machine (VM) and logs the processes that are
being used during the exam. It only allows the use of whitelisted applications
and its own built-in browser to access the LMS the exam will be taken on.
Even though these three different versions of SEB exist simultaneously for
different OS platforms, we focus on the Windows variant since it is the most
commonly used variant and the only variant the author of this thesis can use
with their devices.

Safe Exam Browser also enables runtime integrity checking to ensure
that the examinees use the right SEB configuration file [48] and unaltered
version of the SEB software [49]. These checks are done by generating and
checking Config Key and Browser Exam Key, respectively. The Config Key is
generated by hashing stringified JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) objects
from the exam’s configuration. The Browser Exam Key extends the security
by enabling checking of the software integrity. To generate the Browser
Exam Key, all the SEB-related binaries need to be hashed [49]. The resulted
hash is then combined with the hash generated of the configuration file.
Finally, the hash is salted with an arbitrary salt found from the configuration
file. This ensures that the final Browser Exam Key will be unique for each
exam. However, because the binaries and hashing methods differ for each OS
platform, multiple keys need to be allowed. The examiner adds the allowed
keys to a LMS that supports SEB integrity check enforcing.

Safe Exam Browser for Windows is developed with Microsoft’s program-
ming language C# and JavaScript [47]. It utilizes the .NET Framework,
which allows rapid development, since the .NET applications run inside a
software virtual machine (VM) instead of on bare metal. Because the source
code is freely available and it is written with .NET libraries, it is rather easy
to modify the code to enable cheating and change the integrity checking part
of the code to prevent getting caught. Also, because the binary is meant
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to be run in the .NET VM, a dishonest examinee can use an unpacker to
decompile .NET assembly back to C# code and modify it.

2.3 Controlling operating system examination

One of the e-exam methods often used with the BYOD approach is to have a
tailored secure operating system (OS) booted on the examinees’ devices dur-
ing an e-exam. This method will not need administrative privileges inside
the operating system running normally on the examinee’s device. However,
because the system itself is an operating system, it requires the possibility
to change the device’s boot options. If the examinee uses a business lap-
top provided by the company they work for, the boot selection might be
disabled for security reasons, and hence making this method impossible to
use on that device. Also some examinees with less technical knowledge may
find it cumbersome to boot a third-party operating system, and therefore
need assistance for it at least during their first time using the system. When
comparing the compatibility with controlling software examination, the con-
trolling OS examination has its own challenges. Even though the operating
system is pre-defined as opposed to the controlling software approach and
thus there should not be problems regarding compatibility of the programs
that will run inside the operating system, the operating system itself should
be compatible with the device’s hardware. Often an existing GNU+Linux
distribution is used as a base of the operating system [7, 20, 25] and hence
the hardware compatibility is provided by the Linux kernel. For example, if
an e-exam operating system is based on X86 64 GNU+Linux and it resides in
a bootable USB stick, it will theoretically run on every consumer laptop that
has Windows or MacOS preinstalled and have similar compatibility when
compared to the controlling software variant. However, some hardware com-
ponents such as wireless network adapters may not be compatible and will
not work until a driver module for that component has been implemented
for the Linux kernel.

The controlling operating system will extend the possibilities of the sys-
tem control compared to the controlling software, because almost all software
running on the examinee’s device will be defined by the examiner. This means
everything from the operating system’s kernel to the userland applications
the examinee uses and interacts with during the exam. There are two major
types for securing the PC when using a controlling OS. The first, and more
commonly used one extends the system’s functionality with a controlling
software running in the userspace with elevated privileges. This controlling
software is able to monitor and control the examinee. For example, it can
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fetch a firewall configuration so that the examinee will only have access to
permitted websites during an e-exam. It is also able to fetch and send up-
dates and information in real time during an exam to a backend server that
controls the exam. The second, less used and more rudimentary method for
controlling OS e-exams is to block all networking access and only allow use
of resources found from the operating system. For example this could mean
that the exam questions are pre-written to a USB stick. The examinee will
boot this OS from the stick in the exam, add their answers to the questions
found from the stick and return the stick to the examiner, who will then
collect the answers from the returned sticks.

Only software that the examiner won’t have access to are the firmware
binaries loaded and executed during the bootup of the PC (e.g., the UEFI
firmware or the Platform Controller Hub (PCH) firmware) and binaries
loaded and executed by PC components’ subsystems (e.g., Intel Manage-
ment Engine (ME) inside Intel’s consumer processors). The operating sys-
tem can also be run on top of a hypervisor. Therefore, even though almost
all software is defined by the examiner, all software security depends on the
hardware security in the end [4], which enables the examinees to cheat when
their own hardware is used. However, we consider cheating threats regard-
ing hardware tampering and abuse of the integrated software listed above
more complicated to implement than threats implemented against a control-
ling software running inside an already existing OS. Furthermore, the threats
against controlling OS can also be used against a controlling software.

2.3.1 Abitti

Abitti, also formerly known as Digabi, is a digitalization project for the
Finnish national matriculation tests in high schools [7]. One can not learn
much about Abitti from the public peer-reviewed sources. However, some
information about the system is available on the internet. For example, their
GitHub page1 can be used as a source of information as it includes some
open-sourced parts of their system.

Abitti allows the examinees to use their own devices to take the tests by
booting the device to a secured Linux-based operating system called Diga-
biOS from a USB flash drive [7]. It has multiple startup options with different
kernel versions and kernel parameters enabled or disabled to maximize the
compatibility with the various examinees devices [56]. Abitti is also a flexible
system when it comes to the diversity of high school subjects. It supports a
large variety of exercise types from traditional multiple-choice questionnaires

1https://github.com/digabi
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and text input to more complex exercises regarding mathematical formulae
in physics or chemistry. However, according to the publicly available infor-
mation, DigabiOS does not work well for programming-related assignments
by default. Support for such assignemnts could be achieved by installing
needed tools into the DigabiOS.

Abitti, as a system, has two main components connected to same intranet:
the server and clients. The dedicated server handles the controlling of the
clients and the test distribution and collection. The examinees boot up the
DigabiOS on their devices (clients). Once a client device has booted up, it
connects to the server computer and the examinee is asked which one of the
available exams they are attending. Bootable disk images for both of these
components are freely downloadable from Abitti’s website2.

Security-wise it seems like the DigabiOS is adequately secured (ABITTI2003R,
released January 17 2020). The root file system inside the disk image is en-
crypted, and the bootloader combined with initramdisk hides the decryption
key. When we examined the bootloader binary in a software disassembly
tool, we also found out that the integrity of the rootfs is checked during the
system run time, since an integrity hash value is given to the kernel. By the
name of the kernel parameter, we assume that integrity checking is done by
using dm-verity. It is a kernel module that can verify a filesystem’s integrity
during runtime [11]. They also claim that the examinee and the system are
monitored by a controlling runtime software running inside the OS during
the runtime. However, because these runtime programs are not open source
software, we could not evaluate how well they work and their main features.
If Abitti wanted to extend DigabiOS’s security features, more trustworthy
integrity checking could be achieved using some functionalities of the Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) [34]. However, it seems like TPM-related function-
ality is not implemented because it would require the examinees’ devices to
be registered for the exams beforehand, as the integrity check requires public
keys from the devices’ TPM chips.

2.3.2 Secure Exam Environment

Secure Exam Environment (SEE) is a system implemented in University of
Klagenfurt in 2012 to answer the growing demand for electronic exams [20].
As a solution, they created their own operating system that is based on
KNOPPIX, a GNU+Linux OS. In contrast to Abitti, SEE, as a complete
system, does not provide any sort of LMS or test server. SEE’s main goal
is to only secure the examinee’s device by providing network restriction and

2https://www.abitti.fi/fi/paivitykset/
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controlling features from the operating system level.
SEE can be booted from USB flash drive or DVD. The operating system

has a firewall (iptables) set up to only allow connections to the pre-defined
services (e.g., Moodle backend for the SEB service). The OS also prevents
the examinee from using their device’s internal hard drives. When booted,
the OS automatically opens up Safe Exam Browser (SEB). As presented in
section 2.2, SEB provides system control in the userland of the PC. Hence it
complements the kernel-level system control provided by SEE’s secure oper-
ating system. Because SEB can only be run on Windows or MacOS systems,
the SEE operating system includes VirtualBox with a minimal Windows XP
installation [20]. Figure 2.4 provides an overview of the SEE system running.

IV. THE SECURE EXAM ENVIRONMENT (SEE): LOCKDOWN 
OF STUDENTS’ LAPTOPS 

There are a number of existing solutions to lock down any 
computer/laptop to leave only certain programs and websites 
accessible. Such tools may be sophisticated, however, 
problems occur when trying to install any kind of software on 
student owned hardware.  Apart from legal issues, the amount 
of technical support needed for this task goes beyond the 
resources of any IT department. After analyzing existing 
lockdown solutions, we decided to build a new stand-alone 
system which can be booted parallel to any existing operating 
system on the laptop. It is booted via flash drive or DVD and 
PXE (Preboot Execution Environment), which will be available 
with the next version. This new boot system denies access to 
local files and programs. As an additional security feature we 
incorporated the “Safe Exam Browser” (SEB) 
(www.safeexambrowser.org), which is available for Windows 
and OS X. This software can be launched without dedicated 
installation.  

The stand-alone boot system SEE is based on a basic 
KNOPPIX Linux distribution (www.knopper.net). KNOPPIX 
usually starts as a live system from a flash drive or DVD and 
runs extensive hardware recognition during startup. Tests have 
shown that over 95% of laptops built after 2008 are recognized 
properly. KNOPPIX also provides the possibility to remaster 
itself and create an individual, customized Linux boot system.  

V. SECURITY AND APPLICATION DESIGN 

A. Technical and Security Aspects 

As with classical exams, cheating and impersonation are 
the foremost problems. While impersonation and person-to-
person communication has to be prevented through 
organizational measures, cheating and access to local files and 
resources has to be blocked on a technical level. As Moodle 
does not only provide exam features but also instant messaging 
and chat options, this is blocked by the SEB too. Therefore our 
Secure Exam Environment includes the following security 
features: 

 Reduced KNOPPIX boot system in order to 
support a very broad range of (private) laptops and 
prevent students from accessing local resources 
and programs. 

 KNOPPIX-Firewall in order to prevent users from 
accessing Internet resources and communicate 
with other hosts except the Moodle server. 

 Safe Exam Browser (SEB, integrated in Moodle) 
to prevent users from cheating by means of 
features provided by Moodle. 

 Installation of selected software to be used legally 
during exam, e.g. LibreOffice (see point VII). 

In order to start an online exam, students have to perform 
the following steps. 

 Connect physically to the campus network in the 
assigned testing room 

 Boot KNOPPIX from USB flash drive or DVD 

 After performing the hardware diagnostics and 
establishing the network connection, KNOPPIX 
automatically starts a virtual Windows XP 

 Windows XP starts the SEB and connects to the 
Moodle server of our university (Alpen-Adria-
Universität Klagenfurt – AAUK) 

 Students log into the LMS and select the proper 
course and exam 

The Knoppix firewall consists of a set of IPTABLES rules 
to achieve the following security features: 

 All incoming traffic is blocked by default 

 All outgoing traffic is blocked by default 

 Only HTTP traffic is allowed to the Moodle server 
of our university (AAUK) 

 Ping packets are allowed to the Moodle server of 
our university (AAUK) 

 After starting the first boot step, the SEE tries to reach the 
Moodle server. This connection attempt is repeated endlessly 
and a waiting screen is shown. This loop offers the opportunity 
to check the wiring and/or select another CAT5/7 socket. Once 
the SEE reaches the Moodle server, Virtualbox starts up 
running a minimized Windows XP. This Windows XP version 
is a stripped down installation and requires only 300MB 
installation space. After the Windows XP boot process is 
finished, another tool tries to connect to the Moodle server and 
once it succeeds, the Safe Exam Browser is started and the 
connection to the Moodle server is established. Fig. 1 provides 
an overview of the operating principle. 
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Figure 1.  Operating principle of the SEE 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic overview of the SEE’s operating principle [20].

One could argue that SEE’s architecture with the built-in virtual ma-
chine is too complex, since the OS already has a great control of the device
and therefore no userland controlling software like SEB is needed. Instead,
the system could use KNOPPIX’s own native applications for web browsing
and text editing. However, the examinees may find interacting with Win-
dows more familiar and therefore have better experience using it. Also, using
Windows enables better interoperability when it comes to Microsoft’s propri-
etary software such as Excel or Word. The overhead of the virtual machine
running on SEE is minimized by stripping off unnecessary parts from the
Windows XP installation, resulting in only 300MB of space needed for it.
Also, needing only 1.5 GB of Random Access Memory (RAM) as the system
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requirement, the SEE operating system can be considered light.

2.4 Controlling workstation examination

The examiner may resort to providing the devices the e-exams should be
taken on to maximize the security in the system control domain. In this
approach, everything from the hardware to the software running on the device
will be pre-defined by the examiner, enabling the best protection against
possible cheating threats [4]. However, in order for this approach to be secure,
it still requires some kind of controlling software running on the machine.
Also, possible malicious physical interactions (e.g., inserting something to
the USB port of the device) must be prevented.

Controlling workstation examination can be used in an actively invig-
ilated setting in for example a normal computer lab of a university with
workstations that are normally free to use for the students and staff of the
institution. Another way is to create dedicated e-exam rooms that only
consist of e-exam workstations. However, this has been criticized as expen-
sive [18, 20, 25]. Also, it does not scale very well for peak exam times. The
computer lab approach may also become cumbersome to organize if the labs
cannot accommodate the course at once. The invigilation costs will also raise
if multiple exam sessions are needed.

2.4.1 EXAM Consortium

Since 2014, the EXAM consortium has been developing its implementation
for electronic exams in Finnish higher education. Their system is now used by
27 universities and universities of applied science around Finland [13]. The e-
exam setting in the EXAM concept ”consists of the exam software (EXAM),
customized workstations and network environment, camera-controlled exam
rooms and the process to supervise the examinees” [13]. An example of an
EXAM hall is presented in figure 2.5. The EXAM system also has a publicly
available web application which is used by both examiners and examinees. In
this web application, the examiners define the exams, by creating a question
bank and defining a schedule for the exam. The examinees use the web ap-
plication to browse available exams and choose the time they will attend the
exam. A specific workstation in an EXAM hall is assigned to the examinee.
The examinees can only log in to the exam by using the workstation assigned
to them.

As stated by the EXAM Consortium [13], the foundation for the system
control in EXAM are the dedicated workstations customized for e-exams.
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Figure 2.5: EXAM hall of LAB University of Applied Sciences [32].

This customization consists of Windows SEB installation inside these sys-
tems. To prevent physical access, the workstations should be hidden or at
least hard to reach. The decisive level of security, i.e., the invigilation (en-
vironmental control), is up to the institution organizing the e-exams. Often
there is a surveillance camera recording the EXAM rooms. There might
also be some additional access control (for example, a janitor checking the
examinee’s ID) on top of the enforcement to use the assigned workstation.

The EXAM system is cumbersome to customize for applied exam topics.
For example, by default, the SEB questionnaire only allows multiple choice
questions (MCQs) and text-based answers. For a programming course this
might not be enough. Of course an integrated development environment
(IDE) can be installed to the system and allowed to be used during the
exam. However, usually IDEs have built-in browsers that will enable full
web access to the examinee, if the EXAM system does not contain any sort
of firewall. In case of an inadequate firewall setup, a competent examinee
could even create their own application that allow cheating by using the
provided programming tools. Also, allowing of a reference site may result in
similar problems, if the examinee can escape from the reference site to some
other site, e.g., to a search engine.
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2.5 Summary of the approaches

All of the approaches presented above have their own advantages and draw-
backs. In this section, we will compare the approaches by their quality fea-
tures. We will focus mainly on security and scalability [54], but we also
consider minor quality features, such as acceptability and usability. The
example implementations introduced above are placed on their cells in fig-
ure 2.6. Their environmental control level is not enforced by their system
design, but currently, they are used in this way.

Environmental	control

No
invigilation

Passive
invigilation

Active
invigilation

Online	exam WebToTest	/	Moodle	
done	remotely

Invigilated	room	with
unmodified	workstations

Controlling	software SEB	
done	remotely

Proctoring	software	with	webcam
&	microphone	monitoring

SEB	done	in	an	invigilated
lecture	hall	exam

Controlling	OS Abitti	/	SEE

Controlling	workstation EXAM Invigilated	computer	lab	with
modified	workstations

System
control

Figure 2.6: The environmental and system control matrix with example im-
plementations.

According to the matrix shown in the figure 2.6, the strictest approach in
terms of combined control level would be an invigilated space with worksta-
tions set up by the examiner. However, this might be seen as too resource-
intensive (i.e., not scale properly) as it needs both expensive invigilation work
and dedicated space and workstations. If one level of control is dropped from
either of the two controlling means, we can find real-life implementations like
EXAM and Abitti. EXAM has controlled workstations but has passive invig-
ilation only, whereas Abitti has active invigilation but lacks system control,
where it controls the examinee’s system with its controlling OS.

However, the reader should note that going up or down one level in envi-
ronmental control or system control does not result in an equivalent increase
or decrease in overall security, respectively. During the process of writing this
thesis and developing our BYOD e-exam implementation, we took an e-exam
using the EXAM system. During the exam, we found the workstation that
was in use and could therefore have inserted, for example, a malicious USB
stick to the workstation in use. We also used our phone for about twenty
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minutes and used it to take photos of the exam questions. During this time,
no one came to the room to terminate the author’s exam nor to tell him that
phone use was prohibited during the exam. After the exam, we waited for
two weeks for possible late notification for the happened cheating incident,
but the cheating was never detected. While this is only anecdotal evidence,
it shows the weakness of passive invigilation. Of course, the examiner could
replay the exam session recordings after the exam, but we doubt that the
examiners do not have enough time to go through every single exam session
at a time to find cheaters.

The cheating becomes considerably harder with active invigilation. Even
with lower system control levels, a secure-enough e-exam can be carried out
when the system is appropriately implmeneted [54]. Suppose the new cheat-
ing threats that come with the BYOD approach are hard enough to execute.
In that case, the dishonest examinees can always revert to the easier-to-
execute basic cheating methods that are also used in the traditional paper
exams. In theory, this would be a good sign for the e-exam organizer since
it tells that the e-exam method is generally more secure than the tradi-
tional paper exam, even if some e-exam-related cheats may still go under the
radar [54].
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Threat model

Generally, software-related security analysis consists of these main steps:
identification of threats, vulnerabilities, attacks, and finally, the creation of
risk analysis [35]. One systematic approach for security analysis is threat
modeling. Modern threat modeling methods create an abstraction of the
system and try to identify the possible attackers and create a catalog of
potential threats to the system [51]. There is a wide variety of threat models
that differ mainly from their perception of threats.

This chapter presents a generic threat model for an electronic exam sys-
tem. In this threat model, we will only focus on cheating threats against
the context of e-exams, i.e., hardware and software-related threats against
BYOD devices and controlled workstations. Because of the security chal-
lenges in passively invigilated exams (see section 2.5), the acceptability1 of
such exams may be low from the examiner’s perspective. Therefore we con-
sider e-exams as those that are actively invigilated and where the use of
external references are either limited or completely prohibited. For these
reasons, we will also limit the threat model to only cover actively in-
vigilated exams, i.e., any blatant cheating methods such as two immoral
examinees swapping their BYOD devices with each other will be detected by
the invigilator. We also consider that the exams are synchronous, i.e., every
examinee will take the exam simultaneously.

We will use the STRIDE threat modeling method since it focuses on
software and hardware-related threats [29]. STRIDE was developed in Mi-
crosoft by Loren Kohnfelder and Praerit Garg [51]. The name STRIDE is
an acronym of common threat categories: Spoofing identity, Tampering with
data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation
of privilege. Table 3 shows detailed definitions of these threats.

1“Students, as well as faculty and external stakeholders, have confidence in the assess-
ment, and that it is generally accepted as a suitable assessment method.“ [42]
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Table 3.1: STRIDE threat categories [51].

Threat Property Violated Threat Definition
S Spoofing identify Authentication Pretending to be something or

someone other than yourself
T Tampering with data Integrity Modifying something on disk, net-

work, memory, or elsewhere
R Repudiation Non-repudiation Claiming that you didn’t do some-

thing or were not responsible; can
be honest or false

I Information disclosure Confidentiality Providing information to someone
not authorized to access it

D Denial of service Availability Exhausting resources needed to
provide service

E Elevation of privilege Authorization Allowing someone to do something
they are not authorized to do

Often the life cycle of threat modeling consists of everything from finding
the original threats to mitigating them and validating that the threats have
been mitigated [52]. However, STRIDE only consists of system abstraction
(i.e., diagramming) and threat enumeration [29]. In this thesis, we will ex-
pand this two-step methodology of STRIDE by using the following four-step
threat modeling framework designed by Shostack [52].

1. Model system: We abstract e-exam system with a data flow diagram
(DFD).

2. Find threats: We enumerate threats by using STRIDE.

3. Address threats: We present our e-exam implementation and its
main security-related design choices below in section 4.3.

4. Validate: The residual threats and their relevance in our implemen-
tation will be discussed below in section 5.2.

Often the process of threat modeling includes the identification of assets
and adversaries [52]. An asset can be anything in the system that has some
value. Electronic exams’ specific assets are mostly information-related ones:
for example, the user data that could be examinee’s answers to a specific exam
in a database, and the system data that may include confidential information
about the e-exam’s authentication procedure or the exam’s exercises. If the
e-exam features some sort of controlling system (e.g., a controlling software),
it can be seen as a software asset. However, because STRIDE is not an
asset-centric but software-centric methodology [29], we will not do a more
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close review of the different assets. Also, we only identify one adversary to
the system, which is the immoral examinee.

3.1 System model

As mentioned above, the first task of both STRIDE and the threat model-
ing framework of our choice is to understand the system by abstracting it.
In order to create a high-level abstraction of an e-exam system and then
enumerate the cheating threats, we make the following assumptions:

1. The e-exam is actively invigilated.

2. The server and database storing the exam questions and their results
are outside the scope. Therefore only threats against the exam work-
station/software running on the BYOD devices will be enumerated.

3. A dishonest examinee may tamper with their device prior to a BYOD
e-exam.

4. A dishonest examinee may tamper with the e-exam controlling software
or OS prior to a BYOD e-exam if the software in question is publicly
accessible before the exam.

5. There are no internal advesaries, (for example a dishonest developer
leaving a backdoor to e-exam controlling software).

Some of these assumptions or limitations were already defined in the
above sections. We collected them here to prevent any confusion regarding
the threat enumeration, e.g. if some obvious threat seems to be ignored.

Figure 3.1 shows the general high-level abstraction of an e-exam system
as a data flow diagram (DFD). This DFD shows the data flow between an ex-
aminee and an abstraction of an e-exam system. It also shows different trust
boundaries. The trust boundaries on the left side of the figure correspond
with different e-exam system control levels. In a lower level of abstraction, in
the implementation of an e-exam system, these trust boundaries may include
the majority of the attack surfaces for the system [52].

Because we reviewed different system control approaches to e-exam, we
will not go into lower levels of abstraction. Instead, we will use the figure 3.1
to find possible threats against different attack surfaces. We will also use the
trust boundaries from the figure 3.1 to determine which system control levels
are vulnerable to the threats we will find.
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Figure 3.1: The data flow diagram of an e-exam system.

3.2 Threat enumeration

This section lists all the cheating-related threats against e-exams we were
able to identify. For identifying threats, we used the STRIDE methodology
with the high-level DFD shown in figure 3.1. To supplement and support our
findings, we reviewed previous research regarding e-exams [15, 30, 31, 54].

To keep the enumeration organized, we will categorize the threats by
the outermost trust boundary where they are present. Here, the BYOD
device/workstation trust boundary is the outermost possible trust boundary,
as shown in the figure 3.1. Since the threats present at outer trust boundaries
are often also present in the lower levels of system control (i.e., in cases of
inner trust boundary), we will not list the same threats again in the successive
threat lists. However, some threats in the successive lists may fall into the
context of threats listed before. In these cases, the lower trust boundary
introduces a new attack surface that can be exploited. Therefore, the threats
it introduces to the system can be defined more accurately.

Usually, a single threat alone does not guarantee the possibility of cheat-
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ing. For example, even if the immoral examinee can log in to the exam system
as an administrator (elevation of privilege), they might get caught because
the system security log shows that which student account was used to do
this administrative login (non-repudiability). On the other hand, a threat
often causes other threats [29]. For example, elevation of privilege can allow
the adversary to access data, that can enable information disclosure, data
tampering and repudiation threats.

3.2.1 Threats against controlling workstation

The threats listed here can be considered common threats to e-exams
since they are present in all of the system control levels.

ID Title, description and mitigation Type

C1 Keystroke injection Tampering
The examinee can plug in a USB device (also called badusb) that injects
predefined keystrokes into the machine. A digital cheat sheet can be trans-
ferred to the target PC with this method.
Mitigation: Glue the USB ports so that no external devices can be
plugged in. Another mitigation method is to monitor the keyboard ac-
tivity. Logging and blocking of external devices also help.

C2 Doing someone else’s exam Spoofing identity
The examinee may do someone else’s exam even if there is some physical
authentication process with, for example, a driver’s license or similar iden-
tification card. The examinee may log in to the e-exam as someone else if
the e-exam system allows it, and the immoral examinee knows the login
credentials of that other party.
Mitigation: Single authentication to the systems if the e-exam system
and LMS are separated. At the end of the exam, give an authentication
challenge to the examinee that must match their physical identification
card.

C3 Escaping from the e-exam system Elevation of privilege
The examinee may find a way to escape from the e-exam controlling soft-
ware and access otherwise prohibited references or tools.
Mitigation: Harden the system by implementing a controlling software
that does not allow escaping or using prohibited tools.
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ID Title, description and mitigation Type

C4 Sharing e-exam questions or answers Information disclosure
An immoral examinee may find a way to save the e-exam related data lo-
cally to the workstation for helping other examinees using the same work-
stations after them. The exam-related data could also leak outside the
e-exam system by using an external medium, such as USB storage.
Mitigation: Design the system so that persistent storage is not available
during the exam. Do not allow mounting of external mediums. Do not
allow uploading files to services that allow the examinee to download them
afterward. This threat is not severe in synchronous exams or if the exam
question pool is large enough.

C5 Using side-channels to exchange data Information disclosure
The examinees may exchange data with side-channel attacks by, for exam-
ple, creating and using WiFi hotspots and their access point names.
Mitigation: Disable the devices (e.g., wireless adapter, Bluetooth) that
can be used for side-channel attacks. If the e-exam system needs a wireless
network to function, let the examinee connect to the wireless network only
at the beginning of the exam. This way, the examinees can only see access
point names before the exam begins.

C6 Avoid security-related event logging Repudiability
The examinee may find a way to disable the system logging. This will
allow them to do prohibited actions without leaving any evidence.
Mitigation: Detect if the logging does not work (for example, if the
client cannot connect to the logging server). Pause the exam and notify
an invigilator about the malfunction.

C7 Network spoofing Elevation of privilege
The examinee may connect another device to the network and execute
either Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), Internet Protocol (IP), or Do-
main Name System (DNS) spoofing attacks.
Mitigation: Use a separate network for exams, which can be connected
only by using an Ethernet cable. A firewall with packet filtering checking
for inconsistencies and secure protocols such as Secure HTTP (HTTPS)
and DNS over HTTPS (DoH) should be enforced if a public connection is
used.
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3.2.2 Threats against controlling operating system

ID Title, description and mitigation Type

O1 Mounting external medium for notes Tampering
The examinee may mount external medium containing a cheat sheet or
similar prohibited external references. In BYOD settings, the internal
data storage of the BYOD hardware is also an external medium to the
e-exam OS.
Mitigation: Do not allow mounting of external mediums.

O2 Running the OS inside a virtual machine Elevation of privilege
The examinee may use a VM to run the e-exam OS. This way, the exami-
nee has full access to internet and their BYOD hardware’s own tools and
storage during the exam.
Mitigation: Use a virtual machine detector such as virt-what or
virtdetect for Linux. Also, on Linux, the output of kernel log can be
checked for the string ”Hypervisor detected”. A more disguised hypervi-
sor can be detected by comparing the times it take to execute different
machine operations [57].

O3 Tampering with the OS disk image Tampering
If the disk image of the e-exam OS is publicly available before the exam,
the examinee can tamper with it by adding their own cheat sheet files
to the disk or modify the program code of the applications (often the
controlling software) inside the disk image. Tampering can also be done
in considerably less time - even if the medium containing the disk image
(e.g., a USB stick) is given to the examinee minutes before the start of the
exam.
Mitigation: Do not share the e-exam system disk image before the exam.
Authenticate the disk image (i.e., the disk image/the controlling software
on the disk must succeed in a challenge sent by the e-exam server) before
starting the exam. Authentication of disk images prevents reusing of old
disk images from prior exams. Encrypt the data on disk to prevent on-site
tampering that happens just before the exam.
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ID Title, description and mitigation Type

O4 PCI-related hardware attacks Elevation of privilege
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) can access the memory of an
X86 64 device by using Direct Memory Access (DMA). A PCI device could
be programmed to help in cheating by reading and writing the memory
space of the e-exam OS (resulting in tampering of data).
Mitigation: The DMA attack can be detected by monitoring the memory
bus activity [55]. However, detecting an attack that is only run once is not
trivial. Fortunately for examiners, implementing a physically unnoticeable
DMA attack into a laptop is challenging. Also, encryption of runtime
memory of the operating system prevents the attack from tampering with
the OS’s internal structures.

O5 Chipset-related hardware attacks Elevation of privilege
The examinee may use platform-specific hardware features in order to at-
tack against the running OS. Examples for these features are for example
the System Management Mode of x86 64 architecture and the Intel Active
Management Technology in specific Intel chipsets.
Mitigation: Impossible to detect or prevent with software [9]. Like the
PCI DMA attack, the chipset-related attacks are also very challenging to
implement. Encryption of runtime memory of the operating system pre-
vents the attack from tampering with the OS’s internal structures.

O6 Double hardware in one chassis Elevation of privilege
The examinee can put the hardware of two different devices into one BYOD
laptop chassis. With a keyboard, video, and mouse switch inside the lap-
top, the examinee could swap between the two devices.
Mitigation: Really hard to prevent or detect. The e-exam system could
monitor of unusual hardware running the system. Also, some behavioral
anomalies in keyboard and mouse activity could be detected.

O7 Cold/warm boot attack Information disclosure
The examinee could power off the device, dump the RAM, and extract the
interesting parts from the dump. The RAM dump would include both the
security-related parts of the OS and the exam questions.
Mitigation: This threat is not possible to prevent, but encryption of
the runtime memory makes it considerably harder to decrypt the memory
and find the interesting parts of it. Also, this threat is not very practical
from the adversary’s perspective since it needs an external device for the
memory dumping process.
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3.2.3 Threats against controlling software

ID Title, description and mitigation Type

S1 Modifying of software code Tampering
The examinee may modify the controlling software-related binaries by
reverse-engineering them. Suppose the source code of the controlling soft-
ware is publicly available (e.g., SEB). In that case, the examinee can edit
the source code and compile a custom version of the controlling software
that allows cheating.
Mitigation: Do not release the software code or binaries before the exam.
Ensure run-time integrity of e-exam software by uploading integrity ver-
ification binaries with strict response deadlines to examinees’ PCs [30].
In other words, implement a run-time challenge-response authentication
between the examinee’s device and the e-exam server.

S2 Running the controlling software remotely Elevation of privilege
The controlling software could be run on a remote device, and the examinee
could use remote desktop software to access the remote machine. Therefore
the examinee could access everything on their own device during the exam.
Mitigation: Hard to mitigate completely. The controlling software could
check if a remote desktop program is running by using a list of well-known
remote desktop software. It could also check where the different mouse
and keyboard events originate from (i.e., are they virtual events or do
they correspond to keypresses on the physical keyboard on the device).
However, both of these checks could be faked by using methods described
in S6.

S3 Getting remote assistance Elevation of privilege
The examinee may run remote desktop software on their device while at-
tending an e-exam. This way they could get remote help. This also makes
information disclosure possible.
Mitigation: See mitigation methods of S2.
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ID Title, description and mitigation Type

S4 Use of clipboard software to import notes Elevation of privilege
Even if the standard copy and paste commands would be blocked, the ex-
aminee may run a third-party clipboard program that allows importing of
text (i.e., a cheat sheet) into the e-exam software.
Mitigation: Disable all virtual keyboard events. However, disabling vir-
tual keyboards might also make some real keyboards not function. The
software could also monitor for text input speeds that are humanly impos-
sible. However, the results for all of these checks can be either bypassed
or faked by using methods described in S6.

S5 Remote help via voice chat Elevation of privilege
The examinee may use a telecommunications application to get help re-
motely. Some of these applications also allow screen sharing, which makes
it even easier. The examinee only needs an earpiece in order to listen to
the helper. This also allows information disclosure.
Mitigation: Disable or mute all audio output and input devices (i.e.,
speakers and microphones) during an e-exam. However, disabling them
will also render exam questions dependent on audio (i.e., videos and audio
clips) unusable.

S6 Modifying of OS-specific APIs Elevation of privilege
The examinee can modify the operating system running on their BYOD
hardware. With adequate changes, the API calls to OS-specific functions
made by the controlling software will either not work as expected or re-
turn illegitimate values. Modification of OS-specific APIs allows cheating
without modifying the controlling software itself and is, therefore, harder
to detect in most cases.
Mitigation: Very hard to detect from the software because the operat-
ing system always has higher privilege in the security perspective. The
most effective way is to create a kernel driver that detects suspicious be-
havior. However, this would result in a cat-and-mouse game between the
controlling software developers and cheat program developers.

S7 Blocking of controlling software network Repudiability
The connection to the controlling software’s backend server can be blocked
by using a firewall. This will result in incomplete logs.
Mitigation: Similar to C6. Detect connection breaks between the client
and server. In case of disconnection, pause the exam and notify an invigi-
lator.
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3.3 Threat severity

The most secure approach would be an exam with controlled workstations, as
described in section 2.5. However, there might not be enough workstations
for larger courses’ exams. For large courses, security-wise, a good-enough
approach with better scalability might be the favored choice. To find a
good-enough approach, we must consider the severity of individual threats.
For evaluation of threats’ severity in this section, we use two of the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System’s (CVSS) [17] exploitability metrics: attack
complexity and user interaction. We also introduce a new metric: the
threat’s implementation’s portability, which measures the ease of porting
an exploit. We consider portability to be high if it is possible to cheat with
an obtained exploit without any manual work (e.g., changes to the exploit or
hardware changes). We consider a threat to be severe if all of the following
are true:

1. The user interaction, as defined in CVSS, is low.

2. The attack complexity, as defined in CVSS, is low.

3. The implementation’s portability is high.

The user interaction should be low so that the dishonest examinee does
not need to excessively interact with the machine during the exam so that
the cheating is harder to notice. The low attack complexity means that
the dishonest examinee can successfully repeat the attack by using the same
threat implementation. The portability metric measures the ease of porting
the threat’s implementation, either software or hardware. It should also be
noted that we are not using two exploitability metrics from the CVSS: at-
tack vector and privileges required. First, even though there are attacks
against different parts (attack vectors) of the system (network, software, and
even hardware), we do not think this would affect the threat severity since
all attack vectors enable the same ultimate goal - cheating. Also, since all
the examinees have the same privileges to the e-exam system, the required
privilege level is a redundant metric.

In this section, we go through the different e-exam implementations and
enumerate their severe threats. At the end of this section, we summarize the
threats we consider to be severe in table 3.5.

3.3.1 Controlling workstation

As stated in section 3.2.1, the threats against the controlling workstation are
common to all e-exam approaches. We argue that with a well-designed con-
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trolling software running on the controlling workstation, all of these threats
can be properly mitigated in actively invigilated e-exams. For example,
the implementation of EXAM uses SEB to harden its security [13]. This
combination effectively mitigates all of the software-related threats listed in
section 3.2.1 (C3, C4, and C6). However, if the exam is passively invigilated
(the EXAM rooms are passively invigilated in Aalto university), threats such
as C1 and C2 still exist in the system. With active invigilation, the invigilator
should detect suspicious behaviours such as examinees inserting USB devices
(C1). The invigilator could also check that the examinee is doing their own
exam instead of someone else’s (C2). With a fixed location, i.e., a computer
lab, checking of examinee’s physical identification card (i.e., a simple access
control) when they enter the exam room would also be sufficient to mitigate
C2.

Suppose the controlling workstation exam is actively invigilated, and the
workstations have a security-hardening controlling software running on them.
In that case, the system can mitigate all the threats trivially, resulting in no
severe threats against the system. With invigilators, the system is able to
authenticate the examinees by identification check (C2) and detect possible
tampering with the physical hardware of the system (C1).

3.3.2 Controlling OS

The controlling OS approach has multiple new threats (see the list in sec-
tion 3.2.2) in addition to the common threats found in the controlling work-
stations (section 3.2.1). It should be noted that some of the OS-specific
threats are derived from the more abstract common threats (for example,
O2 is derived from C3). Even so, mitigating the severe threat C7 and other
common threats from the controlling workstation domain can still be achieved
with an operating system with security hardening software. The only severe
threat that is impossible to mitigate is the threat O6. Again, The mitigation
method propositions can be found from the table 3.3 above.

Even though the threats that depend on hardware modification or tam-
pering (O4, O5 and O6) are hard to detect, they are also remarkably hard
to implement and therefore require excessive amounts of time and resources.
For O4, the attacker would need a PCI device capable of DMA and some
external device to analyze and tamper with the memory. Usually, this ex-
ternal device is another computer (which would be detected by the exam
invigilator), but a simpler, embedded device could also be implemented and
used. Also, since the DMA device would only see the system’s raw phys-
ical memory, it would require updates every time the OS’s kernel updates
to be able to access its virtual memory and other contexts, i.e., the OS ag-
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nosticism would become an attack complexity problem. Threat O5 is even
harder to implement since it depends on the physical platform on top of the
OS agnosticism. For example, to make an SMM cheating module capable
of running on the target device, the exact device’s system board firmware
of said device needs to be dumped and modified to inject the SMM module.
Therefore, implementing this sort of cheating attack is hardly portable – each
implementation only works with one system board model. For these reasons,
we argue that the technical knowledge and time investment needed to carry
out a cheating attack against the system using these threats is so high that
the immoral examinees would rather resort to more traditional and easier
cheating methods such as physical cheat sheets et cetera. For threat O6, a
dishonest examinee could buy a large enough laptop and replace its insides
with two small single-board computers. One of the computers would boot
the e-exam system, but the other computer would have free access to the in-
ternet, internal data, and installed tools. This would require a considerable
amount of work before the exam, but the resulting implementation would be
impossible to detect and have no attack complexity. The threat O7 is theo-
retically possible to implement, but most likely, the invigilator would detect
any external hardware that the dishonest examinee would need. Also, even
on asynchronous exams, leaking the exam questions would be easier done by
writing them down on a piece of paper or trying to memorize them than by
dumping the physical memory of an e-exam OS and analyzing it manually.

The most severe threats against the controlling OS approach are O2 and
C7. Fortunately, detecting a hypervisor or virtual machine from an oper-
ating system is trivial. This mitigates the threat O2. Of course, the VM
could spoof the hardware information to trick the detection mechanism into
believing it is being run on real hardware. However, this would need manual
changes and therefore reduce this threat’s distributability. Threat C7 is con-
sidered severe if the e-exam system is connected to the internet with a wireless
connection. A man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack would be even easier if the
examinees can choose the wireless access point themselves. This could be
mitigated fairly easily by providing a dedicated network for the exam (see
Mitigation in C7). However, using a dedicated network and running hun-
dreds of meters of Ethernet cables inside the lecture hall would drastically
worsen the system’s scalability. Because of the scalability issue, this same
threat is not considered severe for the controlling workstation; it is easier to
set up a fixed and dedicated network for the e-exam workstations in those
settings. Also, even if a dedicated network and wired connection were used
in a BYOD setting with a controlling OS, a MITM attack could be carried
out with external hardware between the network and the examinee’s device
(i.e., threat O6 makes this threat possible).
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3.3.3 Controlling software

Only running controlling software on the examinee’s device inside the exami-
nee’s own operating system adds another list of new threats to be considered
(see the list in section 3.2.3). However, because the controlling software ap-
proach has the innermost trust boundary and consequently low achievable
software security, most of the threats are not straightforward to mitigate.

The most severe threat against controlling software systems is the threat
of modified host OS structures or functionality (S6). The software’s hard-
ening must depend on some operating system API calls to lock down and
secure the e-exam system. However, a dishonest examinee could modify their
system so that these API calls would not function correctly or so that these
calls would always return the desirable value or data. The implementation
of this threat would require some work before the exam, but it would enable
many other threats or make their implementation easier.

Another severe threat is modifying the controlling software source code
or binary itself (S1). Since the controlling software is responsible for the
security hardening measures such as limitation of application and internet
access and logging, these measures can be altered or completely disabled by
modifying the source code or the binary of said controlling software. To
detect the modification, the e-exam system should do runtime checks for the
software integrity [30]. This can be achieved with a client-server architecture,
where the server sends integrity checking software blobs over the internet to
the examinee’s machine (the client). These blobs will measure the state of
the examinee’s system and send the response to the server before a response
deadline is passed. However, developing these sort of ”LogDown” [30] tools
for runtime integrity measuring is complex, and therefore less secure static
checks are often used. For example, in SEB, the integrity check is done by
comparing the combined hash of the SEB’s installation directory’s files to a
known hash of an unmodified installation. Ironically, a dishonest examinee
can circumvent this software code tampering detection by tampering with the
software code to always point to an unmodified SEB’s installation directory.

Applications and methods to remotely control the examinee’s device run-
ning the controlling software are also severe threats (S2 and S3). When
remotely controlling the examinee’s device, the controlling device will have
full access to the internet and all the applications and tools installed onto the
said device. As described in S2, the controlling software can even be run on
a machine outside the lecture hall where the exam takes place. Even though
both of these threats are technically similar, the S3 requires a helping per-
son to remotely answer the exam questions, whereas the S2 can be executed
alone. S2 is easier to detect during the exam as the invigilators can see what
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the examinees are doing on their devices.
The two severe threats against the controlling OS approach (C7 and O2)

are also present against the controlling software. However, the threats against
the controlling software are easier to implement and often offer equal or even
more significant advantages than the common threats on the upper trust
boundaries. Therefore we would consider O2 as the only severe threat to the
controlling software approach inherited from the outer trust boundaries since
it allows cheating with minimal effort. However, a VM can even be detected
from software, given that OS APIs can be trusted.

3.3.4 Threat severity summary

The e-exam approaches with their severe threats are listed in the table 3.5
below. The table also presents which threats are naturally mitigated by the
approach’s trust boundary. From the table, it is clear that the controlling
workstation is the most secure approach with only one severe threat. How-
ever, this result requires a hardening software or a hardened operating system
running on the workstation. The controlling OS is the second securest ap-
proach, with two threats identified as severe. Controlling software, which is
the least secure approach, has multiple severe threats.

Let us compare the two BYOD solutions (controlling OS and controlling
software). The controlling operating system mitigates most of the control-
ling software’s severe threats naturally because the operating system can be
trusted, i.e., because of the outer trust boundary seen in figure 3.1. Only
the BYOD hardware remains untrusted, which enables the use of custom
hardware with cheating capabilities. These hardware modifications enable,
for example, threat O6. Even though the threat O6 is always present and
practically impossible to detect, it is not as easily distributable as, for ex-
ample, a pre-modified binary of a controlling software (S1). Another severe
but challenging to distribute threat is network spoofing (C7). Because of the
distribution difficulties with these threats’ implementations, the existence of
these threats should not degrade the credibility and acceptability of the con-
trolling operating system approach significantly. In other words, cheating on
a controlling operating system-based e-exam is easiest by using traditional
cheating methods, e.g., cheat sheets, that are also applicable to currently
used pen and paper exams.
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Table 3.5: Threat summary.
Threat ID Controlling workstation Controlling OS Controlling software

C1 AD AD AD
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7 U A U D A U D
O1 D D
O2 A U D A U D
O3 U D
O4 U U
O5 U U
O6 A U A U
O7
S1 A U D
S2 A U D
S3 A U D
S4 U D
S5 D
S6 A U D
S7 U D

Legend:

A Low attack complexity
U Low user interaction
D High distributability

Severe threat
Mitigated by trust boundary
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ExamOS

Our e-exam system implementation is based on the controlling operating
system approach. According to the evaluation of different e-exam system
implementation approaches in chapter 2 and threat modeling against the ap-
proaches in chapter 3, the controlling OS approach offers desirable scalability
with a higher security risk. At the beginning of the project, we considered
this the most optimal tradeoff for our use case in Aalto University, since
controlled workstations or controlling software as the approach would result
in a significant decrease in scalability or security, respectively.

Our implementation is based on a client-server architecture where the
client software runs on the examinee’s laptop. Using this design decision
allows us to dynamically push updates and changes regarding the exam’s
information and data during the exams. In other words, this allows the
examiner to use the same client system image for multiple different exams,
enhancing the system scalability. The client-server architecture also enables
dynamic integrity checks of the client device and connection, improving the
system security.

The software running on the examinee’s device in our implementation
is called ExamOS (Exam Operating System). It consists of the operating
system and the embedded hardening controlling software. In this chapter,
we will introduce ExamOS and its scalability, security, and other quality
features. The source code for all ExamOS-related software introduced in
this chapter can be obtained from our Github page1. All software written
by us is licensed under the MIT [44] license. The build process of ExamOS
is documented in the git repositories. This chapter only gives an overview
of ExamOS’s components and their interactions with each other. Also, we
will not discuss the server-side of the system in this chapter since it does not

1https://github.com/konekoe
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affect the system scalability or security (we considered the server to be out
of scope as one of the threat model’s assumptions in section 3.1).

4.1 Operating system background

ExamOS is based on Arch Linux, a lightweight and flexible GNU+Linux
distribution first released in 2002. The design principles of Arch Linux are
simplicity, modernity, pragmatism, user centrality and versatility.
Simplicity, pragmatism, and versatility were the key principles why we chose
Arch Linux as the base for the ExamOS.

Simplicity means that no unnecessary changes or additions are made to
the packages or the kernel built and shipped within the distribution. This al-
lows easy integration of 3rd-party drivers and software since the developers or
people porting software to Arch-based distributions do not need to excessively
modify the software source code to get it running on said distribution. Some
other distributions have thrown the principle of simplicity out of the window
(e.g., Ubuntu), making porting of kernel components (such as drivers) hard
since their kernel Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) might differ a
lot from the mainline kernel. In short, simplicity means shipping software
as developed by the original developers (upstream) with minimal changes or
patches made because of distribution-specific needs (downstream).

The second key principle, pragmatism, means that Arch Linux’s design
choices are made pragmatically instead of ideologically. It means that the
distribution does not reject proprietary software packages or firmware blobs
to allow better hardware support. For ExamOS, well-working software and
drivers are crucial since the operating system must run on different hardware
combinations.

The last key principle for why Arch Linux was chosen is versatility. Ver-
satility can be seen as the simplicity of Arch Linux when a bare minimum
system has been installed. On the other hand, the installation can be easily
customized according to the user’s needs with packages either from official
Arch Linux repositories or from the Arch User Repository (AUR). In Ex-
amOS, we have used packages from both the official repositories and AUR.
We also leveraged the easy-to-use package building system makepkg to build
our own custom package, Examtool, which is needed to harden the operating
system. tähän vois linkata reposta miten se buildataan?

Even though Arch Linux lists modernity and user centrality as its other
key principles, they are not directly adopted to ExamOS. For example,
modernity means the newest stable releases of software in Arch Linux context.
Arch Linux is a so-called rolling-release GNU+Linux distribution, meaning
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that once the system has been installed on a machine, it will be kept up-to-
date gradually with continuous updates to both system and packages. This
simply cannot be achieved when trying to create stable releases of OS re-
visions to be burned on USB sticks since system upgrades cannot be done
during the examination, and long-lasting USB sticks are to be desired over
USB sticks that should be re-written for every assessment session.

4.2 ExamOS compatibility with modern lap-

tops

ExamOS’s scalability’s cornerstone is its general compatibility with mod-
ern consumer laptops since the assessments will be conducted on exam-
inees’ hardware (BYOD approach). For an operating system, the main
compatibility-related concern is the computer’s instruction set architecture
(ISA). It is also often referred to as ”computer architecture” or simply ”ar-
chitecture”. With ExamOS, we only support the x86 64 architecture since
it is currently the most dominant computer architecture when it comes to
consumer laptops or personal computers (PCs).

This subsection describes the main principles for achieving maximum
compatibility with different hardware combinations in an x86 64-laptop. First,
we discuss the compatibility of different hardware components of an x86 64
system in section 4.2.1. We also discuss another x86 64-related compatibil-
ity concern, booting the operating system either inside Unified Extensible
Firmware Interface’s (UEFI) SecureBoot-enabled environments and legacy
BIOS environments in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Runtime compatibility with hardware components

As it was told above, our operating system should boot and work properly
on as many examinees’ laptops as possible for our BYOD examination so-
lution to scale well. Generic compatibility with systems based on x86 64
architecture is not enough; extended compatibility with peripheral devices
needs to be concerned as well. In our use case, the crucial peripheral devices
are graphics processing units (GPUs) to draw the graphical user interface
(GUI) of our operating system to the examinee’s screen, wireless adapters
for allowing wireless network connectivity, and mouse and keyboard to en-
able the examinee to conduct the exam and input their answers. For the
operating system to communicate with and understand the hardware, device
drivers are used. Figure 4.1 presents the basic idea of how the applications
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running inside the operating system’s userspace can perform various actions
that require communication with the hardware and how the hardware drivers
abstract the underlying hardware components to the kernel.

Syscalls

Userspace application

Hardware driver

Hardware interface

Userspace

Kernel

Hardware

Userspace application generates a system
call to e.g. initiate a TCP connection

Kernel receives the syscall, and decides
which hardware driver/device is responsible
for e.g. initiating new TCP connections

Driver communicates with the device

The driver returns data from the device in a
defined format that the kernel understands

The kernel returns the data requested by the
system call

Figure 4.1: The lifetime of a hardware-related syscall.

Since we are using Linux as the kernel of our operating system, it is essen-
tial to use as fresh kernel variant as possible to support the broad spectrum
of hardware devices in examinees’ laptops. The default kernel package linux
from the official repositories of Arch Linux is the latest stable release from
the Linux Kernel Archive [36]. The latest stable means the latest mainline
release with minor bugfixes. A new mainline kernel version is released every
2-3 months, which means it is fresh enough to include most of the needed
hardware drivers for the ExamOS. Since the current mainline version of the
kernel, which the current stable is based on, might have been released just
weeks ago and still contain several bugs, and because the kernel cannot be
updated during an assessment session, we decided to bundle ExamOS also
with a long-term support (LTS) variant of the kernel (linux-lts in Arch
Linux repositories). LTS releases can be considered the most stable releases,
bundled with the most important bug fixes submitted before their end-of-
life (EOL). They are also updated less frequently than the stable/mainline
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releases. The examinee can choose which kernel version to use during the
bootup process of the ExamOS, the LTS variant being the default one.

Sometimes device driver modules are not embedded into the kernel, but
they are delivered as loadable external modules instead. There are several
common reasons for this; one is, the driver is released under such a license,
which does not allow combining it with Linux’s code licensed under GNU’s
GPLv2 [22]. Another reason might be that the driver’s source code is not
clean enough to be merged to the mainline kernel tree’s source code. To
supplement the kernels’ built-in hardware compatibility, we use two exter-
nal drivers that can be found from the AUR: macbook12-spi-driver-dkms
which enables keyboard and touchpad functionality for various Macbook
models, and zfs-dkms, which enables snapshottable copy-on-write (COW)
filesystem that will be mounted as the home folder for the examinee dur-
ing an exam. Both of these drivers utilize Dynamic Kernel Module Support
(DKMS). DKMS is a framework that enables us to compile the driver module
when either of our kernel variants, linux or linux-lts, receives an update
instead of waiting for the driver’s package maintainer to update the driver
binary.

Even though the Linux kernel is rather good at guessing the right device
drivers for the found peripheral devices, sometimes it loads a module that
does not work properly. Fortunately, most of the device drivers are dynam-
ically loadable, meaning that possibly different driver modules overlapping
each others’ targeted peripheral devices can co-exist in the system. Usu-
ally, they need to be loaded once at a time to avoid conflicts. For example,
the kernel loaded an incompatible module for some wireless adapters from
Broadcom after bundling ExamOS with the supplementary driver package
broadcom-wl from the official Arch package repository. With the supple-
mentary driver package and the built-in drivers b43 and b43legacy, there
were now ten different loadable modules. Some of the adapters needed over
one of the drivers to be loaded for establishing working wireless connectivity,
making things more complicated. Also, some of the adapters could not es-
tablish a network connection even if the correct driver module was loaded, if
any of the wrong modules were loaded and unloaded before the right one was
loaded. This may have happened because the right module initialized the
hardware incompletely after the wrong module had initialized the hardware
in the wrong way. This might also be the reason why the kernel chose the
wrong driver module; the module reported itself to work after initialization,
even though it did not work properly. We created a special script that tries
to probe and load the right device driver for each wireless adapter by trial
and error to tackle this problem. We also added special cases for some of the
adapters, for which we found the right driver combinations either from the
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internet or by trying different combinations by hand.
Other problematic hardware that we ran into were some laptop models

with Nvidia-made discrete GPUs and the integrated GPU inside the central
processing unit (CPU). Usually, the laptop screen is connected to the inte-
grated GPU inside the CPU on this kind of system, and if the discrete GPU
is enabled, it feeds the integrated GPU only the frames it should show on the
screen. This is called NVIDIA Optimus in Nvidia’s case. With Optimus, the
integrated GPU inside the CPU would not need to do any excessive graph-
ical processing work [43]. Some work has been done in an effort to make
Optimus-enabled laptops work in GNU+Linux. However, since Nvidia has
not provided open-source driver support nor documentation of their GPU
architecture, which was even criticized by Linus Torvalds [58], the drivers
simply will not work on every Optimus-enabled device. To maximize compat-
ibility on laptops with discrete Nvidia-made GPUs, we created three different
options for loading Nvidia-related drivers during system bootup: Hardware
accelerated for using the discrete GPU with full hardware acceleration, Dis-
abled kernel/abi16 acceleration for partial discrete GPU usage, and Software
rendering which disables the hardware acceleration completely by blacklist-
ing the open-source driver nouveau for Nvidia GPUs. When these three
options are combined with the two kernel variants discussed above (stable
and lts), the examinee is left to choose from six different options during
ExamOS bootup.

4.2.2 UEFI SecureBoot

On the x86 64 architecture, there are two main ways the PC can be booted
up from an external media: UEFI or BIOS booting. They are both based
on firmware executables that are loaded first when the PC boots up. Their
function is to initialize the system before the OS takes over and starts ex-
ecuting itself. The Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) was first developed
for IBM PC which was released in the 1980s. Today’s machines supporting
BIOS need to be backward-compatible with this almost 40 years old specifi-
cation, even though they could support more complex functionality already
during the boot process. For example, the legacy BIOS can only operate in
the 16-bit Real Mode, whereas UEFI can enter either 32-bit Protected Mode
or 64-bit Long Mode during the bootup process. These modes enable various
security- and performance improvements when compared to the 16-bit Real
Mode, e.g., 64-bit Long Mode can access the whole memory address space of
the system [28]. Unified Extensible Firmware Interface’s (UEFI) predeces-
sor, Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI), was first developed by Intel as a
BIOS successor. UEFI was found when other companies such as AMD, IBM,
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Microsoft, and Apple joined Intel to make EFI a unified standard [62].
In UEFI-booting, the system tries to find a GUID Partition Table (GPT)

from the boot media it is using. The boot media can often be set from
the UEFI system setup during system startup. If the system user wants to
boot the system using a GPT-formatted media, it should contain an entry
to a special FAT32-formatted EFI System Partition (ESP). If the ESP is
found, the system tries to load and execute the first stage bootloader from
a predefined file path (e.g., /EFI/boot/bootx64.efi on the ESP on x86 64
systems).

Even though the loading of the first stage bootloader is standardized
in UEFI booting, the bootloader binary itself cannot be an arbitrary binary,
since the UEFI Secure Boot protocol prevents loading and executing of boot-
loaders or even OS kernels that are not properly digitally signed. Currently,
there are two main types of laptops being sold for consumers: Windows-based
laptops and Macbooks. On Windows-based laptops, the Windows EFI boot-
loader has been signed by Microsoft. If the Secure Boot is enabled on such
a laptop, every EFI-bootable binary on any other media needs to be signed
by Microsoft. Macbooks use their own proprietary boot sequence, which is
slightly different from the general UEFI boot process. However, Macbooks
do not require EFI binaries loaded and executed from external media to be
signed at all. This leaves us with a single UEFI Certification Authority (CA):
Microsoft. Moreover, since the Secure Boot protocol is enforced on virtually
every Windows-based consumer laptop by default, any 3rd party operating
system provider should have their 1st stage bootloader signed by Microsoft.
However, as the signing process takes a rather long time between the 3rd
party OS developer compiling their bootloader to the point where Microsoft
sends back the signed binary, it would be impractical at best to have every
version of a feature-rich bootloader, e.g., GRUB, signed.

To avoid the waiting of Microsoft’s signing process, the bootloader de-
velopers from Red Hat and SUSE developed UEFI shim [61]. As its name
implies, it is a simple program primarily used as the first stage bootloader
that embeds the 3rd party OS developer’s own UEFI certificate to be able to
verify the feature-rich second stage bootloader loaded after itself. Ideally, the
shim binary needs to be signed by Microsoft only once. After initial signing,
the shim itself will verify and execute the following binaries in the UEFI boot
chain, as shown in the figure 4.2. The binaries loaded after shim are veri-
fied by the 3rd party OS developer using their own UEFI signing key. This
has become de facto standard in different GNU+Linux distros that support
UEFI Secure Boot with minor differences between distributions. The main
difference is the length of the boot chain to be verified. Some distros, such
as Debian and Ubuntu, only sign the second stage bootloader, whereas some
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UEFI Firmware
1st Stage
bootloader
(shim.efi)

2nd Stage
bootloader
(grub.efi)

Kernel 
(vmlinuz-linux)

cert certsig sig

Verify & execute

sig

Verify & execute (optional: Verify &) execute

Legend
A binary residing on the motherboard

A binary residing on the external medium (e.g. hard disk or USB stick)

cert
sig
cert
sig
sig

Microsoft UEFI CA certificate

Signature of the binary generated by the Microsoft UEFI CA

3rd party CA certificate

Signature of the binary generated by the 3rd party CA
Optional signature of the binary generated by the 3rd party CA
(used only if the kernel needs to be verified)

Figure 4.2: Authentication chain in UEFI Secure Boot in a modern
GNU+Linux system.

other distros, such as Red Hat and Fedora, sign their Linux kernel.
Since our main concern was the ability to boot our operating system

on SecureBoot-enabled laptops, we extracted the shim.efi and grub.efi

binaries from the Ubuntu 16.04 Xenial Xerus installation disk image. As
described above, Ubuntu’s GRUB loader does not check the signature of
the kernel binary that it loads and hence will load and execute the Linux
kernel binary variants of ExamOS (the linux and linux-lts from Arch
Linux repository). In detail, the shim EFI binary needs to be placed to
the path /EFI/boot/BOOTx64.efi on the ESP, as described above. When
the shim binary is loaded and executed, it loads and executes GRUB from
/EFI/boot/grubx64.efi from the ESP. Finally, we created a GRUB configu-
ration file to the same path on the ESP as it was on the Ubuntu installation
disk (/boot/grub/grub.cfg on the ESP) and added menu entries to our
ExamOS kernels and their respective initial ramdisks.
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4.2.3 Hybrid UEFI GPT + BIOS GPT/MBR boot

Even though most modern laptops support UEFI booting from a GPT-
formatted external media, some laptops may only boot using the ”legacy”
BIOS boot method, where the first 512 bytes, or the Master Boot Record
(MBR), of the bootable media, is first loaded into memory. In modern sys-
tems using the legacy MBR boot, the MBR contains the first stage boot-
loader’s machine code in its first 440 bytes. After this follows the disk’s
signature, a list of 4 primary partitions, and the MBR signature, which must
be set to 0xAA55 in order for BIOS to load and boot the MBR [60]. Since a
modern bootloader cannot fit into 440 bytes of memory, the first stage boot-
loader’s primary purpose in MBR booting is to chainload the more feature-
rich second stage bootloader. This more feature-rich bootloader is embedded
into a fixed location on the hard disk in MBR and has a fixed size. GRUB
2, which was the bootloader of our choice for the reasons described above,
defines this size to be 1 megabyte.
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Used by MBR boot

Partitions not used during the boot process

Figure 4.3: GPT + MBR hybrid setup in ExamOS disk image

To maximize scalability with ExamOS, we needed to create a USB stick
that can boot on both UEFI and BIOS-based systems. Fortunately, the
GPT standard leaves the first block (usually either 512 or 4096 bytes) of the
disk unused, leaving enough space for an MBR header. By writing both,
GPT and MBR headers to the disk, a so-called ”Hybrid UEFI GPT + BIOS
GPT/MBR” bootable media can be made. The final disk layout used in
ExamOS is presented in figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 presents the flow diagram of
the machine bootup process with ExamOS in both, UEFI and BIOS, system
types.
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Computer	bootup

Yes

No
Is	UEFI	present?

UEFI	firmware	finds	the	GPT
header	and	GPT	partition	entry
array	from	the	bootable	disk.

BIOS	firmware	loads	the	first	512
bytes	of	the	disk	(the	Protective
MBR	header)	to	the	memory	and
finds	the	BIOS	magic	number.

The	firmware	finds	the	entry	of
the	EFI	System	Partition	(ESP)
from	the	partition	entry	array.

The	firmware	loads
/EFI/boot/BOOTx64.efi	
(shim.efi)	from	the	ESP

shim.efi	chainloads	GRUB2
(/EFI/boot/grubx64.efi)	from	the

ESP.

If	the	magic	number	(0xAA55)	is
present,	the	firmware	starts	to
execute	machine	code	from	the
start	of	the	loaded	memory	(early

bootloader).

The	early	bootloader		chainloads
the	more	feature-rich	GRUB2
bootloader	from	the	Embedded

BIOS	boot	area.

The	loaded	BIOS-version	of
GRUB2	is	able	to	mount	the	ESP,

since	it	has	a	FAT32	driver
embedded	with	it.

GRUB2	loads	and	executes	the	ExamOS	Linux	kernel	and	initial
ramdisk	(early	userspace)	from	the	ESP	according	to	the	GRUB2

configuration	file	(/boot/grub/grub.cfg)	on	the	ESP.

The	kernel	and	drivers	located	on	the	initial	ramdisk	mount	the	rootfs
and	CoW	filesystems,	and	the	ExamOS	userspace	starts.

Figure 4.4: ExamOS boot process flow on UEFI and BIOS systems.
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4.3 Security aspects of ExamOS

Using a dedicated operating system for e-exams is not enough to achieve
an adequate security level against cheating threats. For example, without
a proper system image encryption, a dishonest examinee may tamper with
the image and insert prohibited files to the system or modify the system to
enable, for example, privilege escalation (threats O1 and O3 introduced in
section 3.2.2). This section will present the operating system-related changes
we made and already available system hardening tools we used to enhance
the security of ExamOS. We will also discuss the encryption method we used
for the system image’s data and our own hardening software framework,
Examtool.

4.3.1 Changes in the operating system

User permissions

On Linux-based systems, system-specific users and groups are used for access
control. Because everything, e.g., sockets, executables, and peripherals, are
files in Linux, the access control system builds around the file permissions.
On top of these basic file-based permissions, the POSIX capabilities and polkit
offer more detailed access control. Capabilities allows unprivileged processes
to execute privileged actions, and polkit enables unprivileged users to execute
privileged actions via userspace authentication.

By default, there is a superuser with username root in Linux systems.
The root user has all permissions to all files and can override any capability
limitations. To mitigate any possible elevation of privilege threats regarding
the use of the root user, we disabled it completely in our implementation
(i.e., it is present, but the user of ExamOS can not log in to the system as
root). Instead of enabling the root user, ExamOS has two user accounts:
student and teacher. The student account is a normal user account with
limited rights. It has only access to groups audio, network, rfkill and power.
teacher has access to groups storage, log, optical, power and wheel in addition
to the previously mentioned groups. In ExamOS, the wheel group enables
its users to use the sudo utility, making it possible to run commands with
root privileges. Because of its higher privileges (i.e., access to the wheel
group), the teacher user is password protected and only meant to be used by
the teaching personnel during the exam to debug possible system errors and
bugs. The password is set during the build of the system image. However,
it can be changed during run-time by issuing a command from the exam
server. By default, the system logs in automatically as student, which does
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not require any password.

Disabling alternative boot modes

The init system used in Arch Linux and therefore also in ExamOS is sys-
temd. It allows the user to boot the system into rescue mode or emergency
mode, if the user inputs boot parameter systemd.unit=rescue.target or
systemd.unit=emergency.target to the bootloader, respectively. Both of
these modes launch a shell with root access. A technically competitive and
dishonest examinee could use either of these modes to gain elevated privi-
leges, allowing them to cheat during the exam. To mitigate these threats, we
disabled (masked) both of these services so that they cannot be used.

Disabling automatic media mounting

By default, Arch Linux’s installation with the bare minimum required pack-
ages to achieve a functional system does not mount inserted USB or any
other removable mediums inserted during run-time. In this sort of minimal
system, the root user permissions are needed to mount removable mediums.
As described above, this can also be achieved by the sudo tool. However,
because ExamOS uses Cinnamon desktop environment, which depends on
the udisks service, all removable mediums plugged into the system will get
mounted automatically without requiring any privileges. udisks uses polkit
rules for defining the user authentication model for media mounting. By de-
fault, these rules allow any user to mount any removable mediums without
requiring authorization from a privileged user. Automatic mounting would
allow a dishonest examinee to plug in a USB stick or other removable medium
containing cheat sheets or other prohibited data to the device during the
exam. To prevent the examinees from mounting the device, we masked the
udisks service completely. We masked it instead of changing the polkit rules
because the rules may change depending on the changes in the Cinnamon
package or other packages that operate with udisks. Also, the udisks service
is not responsible for mounting the system-related data partition from the
USB stick during bootup, so disabling it does not affect the functionality of
ExamOS itself.

Mandatory Access Control

As told above, by default, Linux-based systems have a simple access control
system based on the system’s file permissions. This is called discretionary
access control (DAC) [33]. The permissions a user has to a file are defined by
the user and the groups the user belongs to. In a DAC-based access control
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system, the permission owner can share their permission with other subjects
in the system. This could possibly lead to a misuse of permissions either by
accident or on purpose. Also, as stated above, the default file permission-
based access control on Linux does not allow the administrator for a more
fine-grained permission limitation when the subject of a possibly privileged
action is not a user account, but for example, a userspace program.

It is possible to harden the system by supplementing the DAC system
implemented in Linux by default by installing an additional mandatory access
control (MAC) framework [37]. In a MAC-secured system, the users them-
selves cannot share or change the object or its permissions. It also allows
more fine-grained access control where the subjects of possibly privileged
actions might also be userspace programs. However, since the MAC system
only supplements the already existing DAC system, it cannot grant extra
privileges over the privileges set by the DAC – it can only limit the existing
ones. There are two widely used MAC systems for Linux: Security-Enhanced
Linux (SELinux) [38] and AppArmor [23]. Both of these MAC implementa-
tions are made with the Linux Security Modules (LSM) framework.

SELinux was first introduced in 2000 by the United States’ National Se-
curity Agency. It is a set of modifications (SELinux-enabled kernel, SELinux-
modified userspace tools, e.g., sudo, shadow, and coreutils, and SELinux se-
curity policies) that need to be applied on top of a running Linux system.
Because of the need for customized userspace tools, an SELinux-enabled sys-
tem is hard to maintain. That is also one reason why Arch Linux, based on
continuous releases, does not officially support SELinux23.

AppArmor, on the other hand, is partially mainlined into the Linux kernel
and is officially supported by Arch Linux. The official support by Arch Linux
was the main reason we chose AppArmor over SELinux. Partially mainlined
means that AppArmor’s basic MAC enforcing functionality can be found
from the mainline kernel. However, some components and functionality for
more fine-grained access control that is still work-in-progress can only be
enforced when using kernels compiled from AppArmor’s own kernel tree.
Because AppArmor’s basic functionality is enabled in the kernel variants
we chose for the maximum scalability above in section 4.2.1, we decided
not to compile our own kernels with those more fine-grained access control
methods enabled to avoid unnecessary maintenance burden. Also, because
these methods are still a work-in-process, they might cause unpredictable
bugs and system breaks.

To enable AppArmor, the packet apparmor needs to be installed onto the

2https://lists.archlinux.org/pipermail/arch-general/2013-October/034352.html
3https://lists.archlinux.org/pipermail/arch-general/2017-February/043149.html
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system. Also kernel parameters apparmor=1 and lsm=lockdown,yama,apparmor

need to be set. By default, an AppArmor profile is needed for each applica-
tion that the MAC should be enforced on. For profiling, there is an automatic
tool aa-genprof which checks what resources an application needs during
its normal lifecycle. After profiling, the application-specific profile can be en-
forced. After this, if the application tries to breach the recorded policy (the
automatically created profile), AppArmor will prevent it from doing so and
log the policy breach to the system log. The user can then decide whether the
breach was a true positive and take actions or a false positive and therefore
allow similar future actions.

1 #include <tunables/global>

2

3 profile default /** flags=(complain, attach_disconnected) {

4 audit deny network inet,

5 audit deny network inet6,

6 audit deny network raw,

7 capability,

8 audit deny capability net_raw,

9 ptrace,

10 signal,

11 mount,

12 umount,

13 /** pixrwkml,

14 }

Listing 1: ExanOS’s default AppArmor configuration

Because we created our own secure web browser as a part of the Examtool
package (this will be discussed below in section 4.3.3), we chose not to limit
the system’s internet access in any programs. Therefore we used AppArmor’s
complain mode on a simple default configuration file for all the programs
that are executed on ExamOS to monitor which applications are used to
connect to the internet. The default configuration is presented in listing 1.
In complain mode, in contrast to enforce mode, AppArmor does not restrict
the actions that would breach the set policy – it only logs the breaches. As it
can be seen from the configuration, the policy is set to log down (complain
on line 3) all the programs (/** on the same line) that access the network
(lines 4-8) and preserve the old capabilities and file permissions (lines 9-13).

This configuration can be redefined dynamically during the runtime since
the AppArmor service can reload the configuration files on-demand. Also,
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AppArmor will override this basic functionality if an application-specific con-
figuration is found. All in all, extending this base functionality is trivial for
the future.

4.3.2 Persistent data encryption

To prevent possible dishonest examinees from inserting cheat sheets onto
the system, the root filesystem containing the ExamOS Linux installation
and its userspace applications must be encrypted. Even though encryption
alone does not guarantee the integrity of the filesystem, it prevents
the examinee from accessing and modifying the filesystem in its unencrypted
state. Integrity checking was not implemented, since in the case of dm-verity,
the integrity hash should be given to the kernel from the boot parameters,
which in the case of ExamOS would be located in a cleartext configuration file
in an unencrypted partition (because we are using Ubuntu’s shim + GRUB
bootloader). So even though partition encryption lacks integrity checking,
it adds one layer of security. Although the decryption key is still relatively
trivial to extract from the system with some time and effort, the extraction
is unlikely if the ExamOS USB sticks are given to the examinees just before
the exam.

For root filesystem encryption, device mapper-crypt (dm-crypt) and its
Linux Unified Key Setup (LUKS) [21] implementation are used for the root
filesystem partition of the system image. The result can be seen from figure
4.5.

	LUKS	encrypted
root	partition

	/

	/dev/mapper/cryptroot

	/dev/sda3

	CoW	partition

	/persistent

	/dev/sda4

	EFI	partition

	/boot

	/dev/sda2

MBR	&	GPT
headers

	BIOS	boot
partition

Figure 4.5: Partition layout with dm-mapped LUKS partition and partitions’
mountpoints. BIOS boot partition is not mounted for system runtime.

The decryption key for the root partition must be kept secret to the ex-
aminees to prevent data tampering attacks against the system. However,
the system must somehow boot into the encrypted partition in the exam.
There are a couple of different ways to achieve this. One is to have a sep-
arate USB stick or other removable media that contains the encryption key
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and give it to examinees to be able to start the exam. However, this is al-
most the same as right off disclosing the secret key in the beginning of the
exam, if not even worse, because the dishonest examinees could copy the
key file from the USB stick. Another way is to embed the decryption key to
the initial ramdisk (initramfs), i.e., early userspace, as a file in the location
/crypto keyfile.bin, which is the default location where the kernel tries
to find the key file from when mounting encrypted partitions during boot.
ExamOS uses this latter option as it requires zero interaction from the exam-
inee to boot up the ExamOS successfully. Even if the key gets compromised,
the only action needed is to discard the old encryption key and add a new
one to the encrypted dm-crypt + LUKS partition. The key also needs to be
changed accordingly on the initramfs that resides on the ESP.

Another mounted partition that is both readable and writeable during
runtime is the persistent, unencrypted Copy-on-Write (CoW) partition. This
partition is readable and writeable for the student user. It is also persistent
storage to save the latest state of the examinee’s data in case of a system
failure that results in an unexpected shutdown. After a shutdown, when
the examinee logs back into the ExamOS, they should find the same files
in their home directory that were there before the shutdown. However, this
feature adds significant risk to both security and privacy. From a security
perspective, a dishonest examinee could add cheat sheets to this partition
before the exam. From the privacy perspective, an examinee attending an
exam using a once or multiple times used USB stick would see all the previous
examinees’ persistent data that used the same USB stick before them.

To solve both of these issues, the persistent partition itself is not used
as a CoW partition. As a solution, the system uses an encrypted block file
inside the CoW partition’s path /persistent/zpool-images as the overlay
filesystem once the examinee has logged in. This way, when the examinee
logs in, the server sends the examinee’s machine a token which will be used
as the block file encryption key for this exam session. This token is unique
to every examinee but will remain the same for a single examinee for the
exam session duration. The system also removes all other files found from
the original CoW device that cannot be decrypted with the key that was
received from the server. If there are no files that can be decrypted, the
system creates a new one and encrypts it before the decryption. Once a
block file has been successfully decrypted, it is mounted as an overlay onto
the student ’s home directory. If the mounted overlay filesystem was just
created and is therefore empty, student ’s home directory will be migrated
over to the overlaid filesystem.

Even though the underlying original CoW partition is formatted as ext4,
the block file with the encrypted overlay data is formatted as Zettabyte
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filesystem (ZFS) [45]. ZFS allows the creation of snapshots and syncing the
current status of the filesystem as delta changes. This allows trivial cloud-like
backup of examinees’ data during an exam. However, it is not implemented
in the system as of now.

4.3.3 Examtool

The software written by us that is shipped with the ExamOS is called Exam-
tool. It is a multi-application package that consists of background services
and software that the examinee interacts with during an exam. They inter-
act with each other with different Interprocess communication (IPC) mecha-
nisms. Figure 4.6 shows the applications’ overview and their connections to
the other parts of the ExamOS system.

Exam Browser

Exam Service

Exam GUI

BYOD device

Any WiFi

Exam server

(LMS) Server for 
grading/turn in

Internet

HW collector

Exam Session listener

root privilege level

user privilege level

Exam network

Public internet

Legend HTTPS

WebSocket Secure

D-Bus

Figure 4.6: Examtool package.
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Exam Service

The core of this package is the Exam Service application, which is run as
a systemd service with root privileges. It is transparent to the examinee,
but it is in charge of the system’s most critical parts, such as the examinee’s
authentication to the system and the exam, logging and synchronizing data
with the Exam server. It also configures the ExamOS system according to
the exam’s configuration.

The Exam Service is connected to the Exam server at all times during
the exam to send logged data and to receive commands or possible updates
to the exam’s configuration. WebSocket Secure (WSS) [16] with authen-
tication of both client and server, endpoints are used for this connection.
It also acts as a server to those applications in the Examtool package that
use IPC. Exam Service exposes two WSS endpoints via the Unix Domain
Socket: one for Exam GUI and one for Exam Browser. While the Exam
Browser endpoint is capable of unlimited concurrent connections, the Exam
GUI endpoint is only capable of one concurrent client since multiple Exam
GUI application instances should not be running simultaneously. For IPC
to these applications, WSS configuration requires both endpoints, client and
server, to authenticate themselves for implicit mandatory access control (i.e.,
to ensure that no third-party application can connect to these endpoints) was
used. However, this requires some manual work since the Secure WebSocket
uses HTTPS, and therefore, TLS certificates and keys need to be embed-
ded into the application binaries. Later on, when we were developing the
Exam Session listener, we found out that dbus, the basic implementation of
D-Bus [46], has built-in mandatory access control with much simpler configu-
ration than embedding TLS certificates and keys into the binaries. Therefore
D-Bus is used as the IPC method for Exam Session listener.

The Exam Service is in charge of all the security-related tasks during the
runtime of ExamOS since it is connected to the Exam Server and has root
privileges. For example, Exam Service is responsible for logging the machine
hardware identification data to the server to prevent multiple different ex-
aminees from authenticating to the system with the same credentials. It is
also responsible for runtime heuristics, such as checking if the system is being
run in a virtual machine. It also keeps a log of events within the Examtool’s
domain and reports anomalies to the Exam Server.

Because of its high privilege levels, the Exam Service is also responsi-
ble for the interaction between Examtool and the operating system. These
tasks include for example dynamic firewall setup with iptables and the ZFS
partition setup described above in section 4.3.2.
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Exam GUI

When the ExamOS is started, the examinee is greeted with the interactive
Exam GUI application before they can access the desktop environment of
the ExamOS. Exam GUI offers an easy setup for the beginning of the exam.
The examinee can choose and test their keyboard layout, choose the wireless
network they connect to during exam, and authenticate themselves to the
system.

For the wireless setup, Network Manager ’s nmcli tool is used for querying
available networks and connection creation. For the keyboard setup, we
created a small application utility xkbjson, which is not included in the figure
4.6 because it only complements the Exam GUI. xkbjson uses X keyboard
extension’s (XKB) C API to query all possible keyboard layouts and their
variants. The found layouts and variants are formatted as a JSON object,
which is processed and parsed by Exam GUI.

Exam Service Exam GUI Exam Haka Exam Server Exam database

Examinee logs in
 to Haka service

Store Exam token to database

SuccessExam token in 
HTTP headersRedirect Exam token

to Exam Service

Auth using Exam token
Query DB for token

Success
Success

Success

Figure 4.7: Examtool authentication with the Exam Server.

For user authentication, we use a HAKA service on the Exam Server.
HAKA is an authentication system widely used in Finnish higher educa-
tion [14]. After the examinee using ExamOS successfully logs in on Exam
Server using HAKA, the server will send a unique token in the HTTP head-
ers for the examinee, which will be valid for the exam they logged in to. The
headers are captured by Exam GUI. Exam GUI will redirect this token to
the Exam Service, which in turn uses it to authenticate its connection to the
Exam Server and receives the exam configuration. Figure 4.7 presents the
authentication process as a sequence diagram.

After successful authentication, Exam GUI will close, and the examinee
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will be able to use the traditional desktop environment and applications of
ExamOS. Exam GUI will only be opened again and require the examinee to
authenticate themselves if they restart the device.

Exam Browser

For web browsing during the exam, Exam Browser is used. It is a WebKit-
based restrictive browser that only allows the examinee to access sites allowed
in the exam’s configuration. This configuration is always stored inside the
Exam Service. The Exam Browser requests access to the websites one by one
from the Exam Service without caching the status of different domain names
internally. The reason for this relatively inefficient approach for requesting
the status of different domains is the ability to keep the configuration dy-
namically changeable at all times. If the configuration was cached inside the
browser instances, every change to the configuration should be synced with
all running browser instances. The approach of requesting the allowance sta-
tus of every page navigation action also allows us to record the examinee’s
whole browsing history since Exam Service sees all the requests.

Sometimes it is required to allow additional resources if a website under
an allowed name requires external resources that reside under an unallowed
namespace. To accomplish this, the allowance request has two fields: base url
and req url. The base url is the actual web page the examinee is accessing,
and req url may be the same name, or a link to an external resource that
the base url requires. If access to base url is allowed, then the system also
grants access to req url.

Exam Session listener

Exam Session listener is a systemd user service. It means that instead of
running with root privileges, it runs with privileges and environment vari-
ables of a specified user. In our case, it is set to run with student user’s
permissions. This sort of user service is needed if any interactive software
(i.e., any application with a GUI) is needed to be executed remotely. The
Exam Service with root privileges should not run this kind of software for two
reasons: it would create security risks since the examinee would have root
access within the software, and because the root-privileged service (Exam
Service) does not have access to the X window system. For accessing the X
window system, the XAUTHORITY environment variable must be set. It is set
to point to a file that contains the X session cookie. The root-privileged
service could manually set this, but the cookie’s location may vary depending
on the desktop environment that is being used. For example, in our use case
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with the Cinnamon desktop environment, the Xauthority file can be found
from /home/student/.Xauthority. However, this location might change
in the future releases of the desktop environment, so it is safer to run any
X-dependent software in student user’s context.

Currently, the Exam Session listener only provides two features: showing
critical errors sent from the Exam Service to the examinee and running shell
commands in the student user’s context. However, its functionality is easy
to extend by adding new D-Bus signals it should listen to.

HW Collector

The last standalone program of the Examtool application package is HW Col-
lector. It does not provide any security hardening itself. Instead, its function
is to report back hardware compatibility to Exam Server. The HW Collector
runs once after the bootup when the examinee has connected to the internet
(it is a systemd user service, and depends on the network-online.target). HW
Collector does not collect any examinee’s personal data – only hardware in-
formation such as the computer make, model, graphics card details, wireless
adapter details, and ExamOS kernel log are collected. dmidecode is used
for collecting the hardware information. To better organize the output of
dmidecode, we used dmijson4, a utility which parses dmidecode’s output
and turns it into JSON.

The collected data helps determine which laptop models work with Ex-
amOS and which models do not work or need troubleshooting. We also added
a portal where examinees could add troubleshooting help for the successive
exams’ examinees with the same device models and, therefore, similar issues
with ExamOS.

4https://github.com/paulstuart/dmijson
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Results

In this chapter, we review the real-world results we gathered when we tested
ExamOS (introduced above in chapter 4) in regards to the main quality
features: scalability and security. It will also complement the previously
given theoretical answers to research questions RQ3 and RQ1. At the end
of this chapter, we will discuss the possible future work and ideas regarding
both ExamOS and e-exams generally.

5.1 Scalability of ExamOS

The prototypes of ExamOS were tested iteratively, with the number of exam-
inees increasing in every iteration. The first iteration was tested by around
ten students who simultaneously took the exam in a small classroom. The
number of students was gradually increased in the following iterations so that
in the last iterations, we managed to have about 100 examinees taking the
exam simultaneously using ExamOS, which proves that the system can scale
to a large number of simultaneous examinees.

Need of technical assistance

With the increasing number of simultaneous examinees, the need for assis-
tance also increased. Technical assistance regarding ExamOS was needed,
especially during the very beginning of the exam, when the examinees boot
their laptops using our ExamOS USB drives. Even though we created a
bootup instructions website and demonstrated the operating system bootup
process during the courses’ exercise sessions before the exams, many stu-
dents did not read the instructions or attend to them. Therefore they were
not prepared for the actual exam, resulting in a vast need for assistance. In
the worst case with around 100 examinees and two people offering technical
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support, the start of the exam needed to be delayed by 15 minutes to get
every examinees’ devices booted to ExamOS.

The need of at least two people offering technical support questions
our cost-related scalability presumption from section 2.4 – the controlling
workstation approach, requiring less technical assistance, might actually be
cheaper than the controlling operating system approach in some use cases.
The absolute costs of the systems are hard to measure, since the cost consists
of multiple variables that change over time. For example, we think that the
need for technical assistance will decrease over time because once the exami-
nees get used to the bootup process, they most likely will not need technical
assistance regarding the bootup process in the subsequent exams. Also, since
Finnish high schools have used Abitti (which is also a bootable examination
operating system) for their matriculation exams, the majority of the new
higher education students should be familiar with the bootup process in the
future.

USB sticks

The USB sticks containing the ExamOS system are also a scalability issue.
For example, if 200 examinees are taking an exam using ExamOS simulta-
neously, the examiner needs to have 200 USB sticks containing the ExamOS
system. Obviously, 200 USB sticks cost way less than 200 workstations (i.e.,
in contrast to the controlling workstation approach). However, the actual
scalability issue is writing the ExamOS disk image onto those USB sticks.
For the last testing iterations of ExamOS with about 100 concurrent exami-
nees, we had about 120 USB sticks with ExamOS’s image written on them.
Since we made extensive modifications to the Examtool package every for
every new iteration during the testing, we could not reuse the encrypted root
partition of the USB sticks (as it was told above in 4.3.2). Instead, we had
to rewrite all the sticks for the new iterations with the new ExamOS disk
image, which is about 3.5 gigabytes in size. This issue should also diminish
in the future when ExamOS would be more matured and have frozen version
releases with no changes to the rootfs partition over a more extended period,
allowing reuse of the rootfs partition data. However, it would also introduce
version control of the USB sticks as a new problem.

To help the scaling issue regarding the USB sticks, we could have used
an approach that would load the whole ExamOS system to the examinee’s
laptop’s RAM during the bootup of the system. This would allow multiple
examinees to boot up their machines with the same USB sticks one after
another. However, with this kind of ramdisk-based approach, no persistent
data could be stored. In case of an unexpected shutdown, the examinee
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would lose all of their data if it was not saved to some remote server. We
decided to have the extra reliability of the persistent data storage over the
lower scalability of the dedicated USB stick per examinee.

Another solution to the USB sticks’ scalability issue would be to use
the existing storage found from the examinees’ devices. We did a proof-of-
concept implementation of a system where we added the ExamOS bootloader
(GRUB and its configuration files), kernel, and initramfs (with NTFS driver
to be able to mount the Windows’ NTFS partition) to the existing EFI
partition of an EFI-based Windows installation. We also created a small
initramfs script that would load the ExamOS system image from a file on
the Windows’ New Technology File System (NTFS) partition. The system
image file is identical to the regular ExamOS disk image file presented in
figure 4.3, but it only has the rootfs and CoW partitions. The files from the
ExamOS disk image’s ESP are copied to the system’s ESP as told above.
The bootup process then works as follows:

1. The bootloader from the system’s ESP loads the kernel and starts early
userspace from the initramfs.

2. A script in early userspace mounts the NTFS partition and after it
loop mounts the ExamOS disk image file from the NTFS. (both of
these parameters, the NTFS partition identifier and the ExamOS disk
image file’s name need to be set in the bootloader configuration)

3. The early userspace now sees the system just as it would with the
normal bootup procedure with the system image presented in figure
4.3. The normal bootup process continues from here with persistent
CoW partition.

Even though this method would be superior in terms of scalability, we did
not use it in the end because we did not want to risk corrupting the examinee’s
own ESP and possibly rendering an examinee’s laptop unbootable in case of a
failure. Also, our proof-of-concept implementation only works on EFI-based
Windows installations. For installations on BIOS or other operating systems
than Windows, a different implementation for each other type of installation
would be needed if the examiner wanted to get rid of the USB sticks.

Hardware compatibility

The hardware compatibility may also be an issue in the future. The market
share of laptops with Advanced RISC Machines (ARM) ISA-based processors
has constantly been marginal. However, the recent move of Apple switching
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all of their consumer computers, i.e., laptops (Macbooks) and personal com-
puters (Macs), to ARM, will definitely grow the market share of ARM-based
laptops considerably. ExamOS at its current can not be booted on Apple’s
new ARM-based hardware since the only supported ISA is x86 64. Therefore,
especially if more hardware manufacturers will choose to use ARM-based pro-
cessors in their laptops, an ARM-compatible version of ExamOS might be
needed in the future to maintain high hardware compatibility.

5.2 Security of ExamOS

With the hardening methods presented above in section 4.3, we consider
the ExamOS to be secure against cheating. During the testing iterations,
we did not detect any cheating attempts against the system. The cause for
this could be well-working hardening. However, it could also be insufficient
security logging and cheating prevention system. To ensure the security of
ExamOS, a public bug bounty or vulnerability disclosure program could be
used in the future.

For clarity, we will list the possible threats (identified in chapter 3) against
ExamOS in the table below. In this table, we also discuss how ExamOS
mitigates or detects these threats.

ID Title and mitigation in ExamOS Status

C1 Keystroke injection Mitigated
ExamOS prevents the examinee from hot plugging USB devices by a udev
rule that disables all USB subsystem devices. However, this leaves a pos-
sibility that a dishonest examinee uses for example a PCI device which
emulates a PS/2 keyboard.

C2 Doing someone else’s exam Mitigated
ExamOS authenticates the examinee during the startup of the system.
The login process is described in figure 4.7. A unique machine hardware
identifier is sent to the server in addition to other authentication informa-
tion. Therefore the Exam server is able to detect if same laptop is used
with different examinees’ credentials. In addition, the Exam Browser is
able to check that the examinee is authenticated to Examtool and LMS
with matching credentials, provided that the LMS is compatible with Ex-
amtool. This authentication data is embedded to the HTML headers sent
by the LMS server.
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ID Title and mitigation in ExamOS Status

C3 Escaping from the e-exam system Mitigated
ExamOS uses the basic Linux permission system (i.e. Unix file permissions
and capabilities) to limit the privileges of the student user on the system.
ExamOS also features AppArmor, a mandatory access control, to harden
the basic permission with more fine-grain control over the permissions
(e.g. allowing different permissions to different applications, hence making
it harder to escape from the applications). These changes were described
in more depth in section 4.3. The controlling software, Examtool, comple-
ments this hardening by making it possible to sync the permission-related
data with the Exam Server.

C4 Sharing e-exam questions or answers Mitigated
The hardening methods against C3 above should prevent a dishonest ex-
aminee from sharing information regarding the exam from within the Ex-
amOS. The CoW data encryption described in section 4.3.2 prevents a
dishonest examinee from sharing data after the exam, because the decryp-
tion key for the CoW partition file is only given to Examtool when the
examinee logs in to the system.

C5 Using side-channels to exchange data Partly residual threat
The default firewall setup of the ExamOS should prevent examinees from
connecting to each others’ machines during an exam via the network they
are connected to. However, since the examinees can choose the wireless
network they connect to themselves, the network access point names could
contain some side-channel data.

C6 Avoid security-related event logging Mitigated
The permission hardening should prevent disabling of any logging services.
If the examinee tried to for example stop the Exam Service during the
exam, AppArmor would log the incident and the Examtool would send the
log entry to the Exam Service.

C7 Network spoofing Residual threat
At its current state, the ExamOS is not capable to prevent or detect a
network spoofing attack. A dishonest examinee can carry out a network
spoofing attack for example against DNS or IP, allowing them to access
possibly prohibited materials while the system thinks that the data is com-
ing from allowed sources. For basic web browsing, using DNS over HTTPS
(DoH) instead of traditional DNS should help to prevent the simplest net-
work spoofing attacks. However, as long as the examinees can choose the
wireless access point, this threat exists in the system.
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ID Title and mitigation in ExamOS Status

O1 Mounting external medium for notes Mitigated
ExamOS prevents examinee from mounting external mediums by disabling
the udisks service (for details see Disabling automatic media mounting
under section 4.3.1).

O2 Running the OS inside a virtual machine Mitigated
ExamOS’s hardening software, Examtool, checks if ExamOS is being run
inside a VM. For detection, systemd-detect-virt is used. Obviously this
method will not detect the virtualization perfectly, but the risk of getting
caught for using a virtual machine is great. For more detections, different
sorts of timing checks could be used. However, this could possibly cause
false positives, and therefore we chose not to use timing checks.

O3 Tampering with the OS disk image Partly residual threat
The root filesystem of ExamOS is encrypted, which prevents a dishonest
examinee from modifying the filesystem in its unencrypted state (see sec-
tion 4.3.2). However, encryption does not ensure the integrity of the data.
For example, a dishonest examinee could still modify data so that once it
is unencrypted, for example the controlling software’s binary data would
end up modified in a way that some of its security features would not func-
tion anymore. However, since the data tampering must be done ”blindly”
because the data is encrypted, it is unlikely that a dishonest examinee
would succeed in modifying it for their own benefit. With a self-signed
bootloader and own shim module (see section 4.2.2) also the kernel and
initramfs could be encrypted. A self-signed bootloader would also allow
more secure integrity check enforcing with dm-verity.

O4 PCI-related hardware attacks Residual threat
At its current state, the ExamOS is not capable to prevent hardware at-
tacks.

O5 Chipset-related hardware attacks Residual threat
At its current state, the ExamOS is not capable to prevent hardware at-
tacks.

O6 Double hardware in one chassis Residual threat
At its current state, the ExamOS is not capable to prevent hardware at-
tacks.

O7 Cold/warm boot attack Residual threat
At its current state, the ExamOS is not capable to prevent hardware at-
tacks.
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5.3 Future work

ExamOS is currently an applicable e-exam approach for large courses with
many examinees taking an invigilated exam concurrently (defined as actively
invigilated exam above in chapter 1). However, because of the COVID-
19 pandemic and the gathering restrictions it has caused, these kinds of
concurrent exams with a large number of examinees have not been possible
to arrange since the spring of 2020. This also halted the testing of ExamOS.
To tackle this issue, we considered arranging exams remotely and forcing the
examinees to use ExamOS for taking the remote exams. However, enforcing
the use of ExamOS for remote exams would not establish security because
the exam could not be actively invigilated. Providing technical assistance
remotely for the examinees would have also been challenging. Thus, ExamOS
was never used in remote exams.

The functionality of ExamOS could be expanded to establish some se-
curity level against cheating in exams with only passive invigilation (i.e.,
software-based invigilation). This would, however, require proctoring meth-
ods such as recording the entire exam session with the examinee’s web camera
and microphone. However, this would cause more hardware compatibility is-
sues with the examinees’ devices, resulting in more hardware compatibility-
related maintenance work and more need for manual technical assistance,
which was already found to be challenging in remote exams. Recording of
examinees would also bring in legal issues. For example, according to Aalto
University’s exam guidelines, the examinees can not be forced to be recorded
during the exam, meaning that a substitutive exam without recording should
be arranged for examinees that refuse to be recorded.

Because of the pandemic, many lecturers in Aalto University have re-
sorted to remote open book exams with no invigilation at all. However, this
has raised concerns among the teaching personnel – they believe that more
examinees cheat in non-invigilated remote exams. The possible rise in cheat-
ing because of this new exam environment (i.e., no invigilation and therefore
cheating is easier and getting caught is less likely) would support previous
findings regarding cheating behaviors [5, 19].

In Aalto University, the EXAM system (a controlling workstation ap-
proach introduced in section 2.4.1) has been successfully used during the
pandemic. Because of the pandemic, access control has been added for the
rooms that contain the EXAM workstations. The reservation system keeps
track on maximum possible concurrent examinees and doesn’t let too many
examinees take their exams simultaneously in the same space to prevent
COVID infections. On top of this, the examinees need to check-in them-
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selves to the janitor of the building before entering the EXAM room. This
ensures that only people that registered to the exam can enter the room.
As a positive side-effect, this access control also helps against the threat C2
(Doing someone else’s exam).

Suppose the situation caused by the pandemic continues. In that case, the
controlling workstation approach with access control (i.e., EXAM in Aalto
university) will most likely be the only credible e-exam system (given the
legislation issues with proctoring softwares’ recording functionality). As dis-
cussed above, it might even be a cheaper solution than our implementation
in the long run if the need for technical assistance remains high. In this
case, some advanced functionality from ExamOS could be ported or adopted
to the EXAM system to get the best of both worlds. At the current state,
the EXAM workstations run SEB on Windows. Both software choices are
somewhat limiting environments. For example, EXAM does not support dy-
namic firewall configuration. If an examiner wants to allow the use of, for
example, some external reference or LMS server, it needs to be allowed to
the machines manually. On ExamOS, the firewall configuration is completely
dynamic, and it can even be changed during the exam. Enforcement of SEB
on EXAM workstations limit the flexibility of the system even more. For ex-
ample, the current browser version running on Aalto’s EXAM workstations
is so old that it can not properly display many modern websites. Displaying
external websites is crucial for SEB if the examiner wants to create exer-
cises other than the SEB’s default text-based or multiple-choice questions.
With an additional server-sided access control check when the examinee logs
in, ExamOS could be used as a controlling workstation approach and offer
broader configuration possibilities than EXAM.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we list and compare different electronic exam approaches. We
divided the approaches by their means of control. We assessed their quality
features, focusing on security (i.e., how hard it is for a dishonest examinee to
cheat) and scalability (i.e., how much resources are needed for a concurrent
examination). We introduced two control means: environmental control and
system control. Combined, they establish the overall security of the e-exam.
Environmental control is achieved by either human actively invigilating the
exam or passively by using surveillance cameras. System control is achieved
by hardening software running on the device the e-exam is taken on. The
hardening software can be anything from a web browser plugin to a fully
tailored operating system. We divided the e-exam approaches by their system
control means into four approaches: online examination, controlling software,
controlling operating system, and controlling workstation. When we listed
and assessed some of the real-life implementations of these different system
control levels, we found out that the same system control level often has
multiple implementations with varying environmental control levels. This
shows how dispersed the work in the e-exam domain is.

To find out the common and exclusive cheating threats for the different
e-exam approaches, we created a threat model by using the STRIDE method-
ology. We limited our model to only cover exams with human invigilation to
concentrate on the e-exam system’s security (system control) rather than the
exam session’s security when it comes to cheating. After enumerating the
threats against different e-exam approaches, we evaluated the severity of each
threat. We concluded that the controlling software approach had significantly
more severe threats than the more strictly secured controlling operating sys-
tem- and controlling workstation-based system control approaches. This is
caused by the large attack surface of the untrusted operating system running
under the controlling software. Because of our findings, we do not recom-
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mend settling for the controlling software approach, even though it scales
best.

Finally, we presented our own e-exam implementation, ExamOS, which
is a controlling operating system approach with hardening software bundled
with it. We chose the operating system approach because it offers better scal-
ability with almost as high possible security level as the controlling worksta-
tion variant, which is the most secure approach. To maximize the usability,
flexibility, and scalability of the system, we needed to make some design deci-
sions that slightly decreased the implementation’s overall security. For exam-
ple, we needed to use a less-hardened but SecureBoot compatible bootloader
to achieve better scalability and easier bootup for the examinees. Neverthe-
less, we were satisfied with the result, and it was a good middle-of-the-road
compromise for our use case. To maximize usability, we also implemented
easy-to-use configuration applications for the examinees to use.

The important take-away is that there are different sorts of e-exam im-
plementations for a reason – our implementation turned out to be the way it
is because we thought that an operating system-based approach was optimal
for our specific use case. However, it turned out that our implementation
requires a significant amount of technical assistance during the exams, which
hinders our implementation’s scalability. This technical assistance might not
have been feasible to offer for some other use cases, and therefore the con-
trolling workstation approach might have worked better there. Even the
controlling software approach might be a better choice in such exams where
examinees are not restricted to use external assistance.

We believe that e-exams will continue to gain ground in the future. Es-
pecially because of the COVID-19 pandemic, a large number of exams have
been digitalized at Aalto University. With the current situation, e-exams in
Aalto are carried out either completely remotely or with EXAM (a control-
ling workstation approach) since EXAM can enforce a maximum number of
concurrent examinees in the same room.
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